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Art and the Sea
Eight galleries around the British coast are
presenting a series of exhibitions on the theme
of Art and the sea throughout 1981 (Third Eye
Centre in Glasgow, Sunderland Arts Centre ,
Bluecoat Gallery and the Liverpool Academy
of Arts on Merseyside, Mosty n Art Gallery in
Llandudno, Arnolfini in Bristol, Southampton
City Art Gallery and the Photographic Gallery,
Sou thamp t on.
Artists are invited to submit proposals for new
or current work based on the theme of the sea.
Each gallery will be responsible for the selection
of ther exhibition from the work submitted , and
all the work selected will finally be represented
in some form at the Institute of Contemporar y
Arts in London early in 1982 .
There are no limitations on the kind of work
to be submitted and we expec t entries to cover
a wide variety of media. Artists are expected to
check on the dimension s and facilities of parti cular
galleries before committing themselves to a
project ..
Sponsorship schemes are being pursued to support
individual artists and fur ther details will be
available at the selection stage.
Application forms and further details can be
obtained by sending a stamped addressed envelope
to " Art and the Sea" , 12, Carlton House Terrace ,
London SWl by 28th Jul y 1980.
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Unreprocessing

~~~':~~~th" ~~ ••• K•d r
intentional or unintentional
IS making the
n_ews again , particularly in the anti-nuclear
fie ld . According to the Guardian April 8
1980, reporting a march in Suffolk against
the
proposed
cruise
missile
base
in
Lakenheath, 'the protest ended with a mock
launching of missiles from the Suffolk base.
The marchers fell to the ground in simulated
massacre. Then a dove was released'. A less
spectacular, but more subversive performance
was achieved at Stratford station in East
London eartier this year. A group of 'ter rorists' composed of a local councillor and
Friends of the Earth members staged a
rocket launcher attack on a goods train
carrying
nuclear
waste from Windscale
through London. The whole performance
was achieved without arousing the suspicion
of the railway authorities as they had taken
the precaution of buying a platform ticket.
A late r plan to actually lie down in front of
the train was, however, thwarted. Presumably
this was going too far .
The recent anti-nuclear demonstration
in
Trafalgar square proved a good opportunity
for what seemed Iike score of street performers in gas-masks, white faces etc to do
their stuff to the amplified accompaniment
of Labour ex-cabinet ministers apologetically
turning their backs on former misdeeds.
There were some reasonably effective twoheaded mutants, and quite a bit of radioactive dust sprinkled around the square.
(Courtesy of Barnums Novelties).
But the real theme for this year is the reemergence in the public conciousness of the
actual threat of nuclear war and it's effects
on our completely
unprotected
civilian
population. Discussions in the media on the
niceties of whether looters should be shot on
sight, or whether civil servants can take their
families into regional seats of government;
you know, that sort of thing. The Pop
Group are introducting their performances
with the soundtrack from the 'Protect and
Survive' film which is scheduled for broadcast in case of nuclear attack . Meanwhile
some enterprising
anti-artists
have been
producing
postcards
which say simply
'Nuclear War Now'. I suppose they want to
get it over with.
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Did you know that the Oscar is made by the
Dodge Trophy Company inc . of Crystal
Lake Illinois? Do you want to hire the
Queen, Humphrey Bogart (their lookalikes)?
Do you want to feel like a real Hollywood
mogul as you scan box-office returns and
TV ratings over your cornflakes? You probably don't,
but Bailey and Litchfield,
proprietors of Ritz, the stay-at -home starvampers manual, think you do and are flooding corner newsagents and station bookstalls
with copies of Showbiz. This is a new
weekly periodical whose first marketing aim
seems to be to clean up that market dom inated by The Stage, which won't be too dif ficult in the circumstances (a review in The
Stage is the last review you'll ever get,
anywhere). This was no doubt foremost in
the mind of Anthony McCall who wa s lured
from his job of assistant editor of The Stage
to become editor of the flashy upstart .
Trouble was, after the first three issues the
ex-Stage prop was elbowed out to make way
for one of the publishers, David Litchfield.
This may or may not be symptomatic of the
somewhat sordid and decaying ambience of
West-end Theatre , and the vicarious opportunistic nature of the 'entertainment
ir,dustry' from which this tabloid arises ; littered
as it is with unappealing
mug-shots of
' international singing stars' (recording offers
only); but whatever it is folks, thats .
oh forget it .
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We are not fooled

4
PubTheatreupsurge
A new wave of pub theatre,s surfacing in
London leads us to the York and Albany in
Camden Town . This is one that looks likely
to take off by virtue of the determination of
it's founding collective to promote 'Nonnaturalistic, experimental performance especially involving masks, puppets, and mime.
I asked about the process of finding suitable pubs. It seems to be necessary to sell
the whole idea of pub theatre to the brewery
once you have tramped the streets and
found a willing landlord. The idea is to find
a pub where business isn't too brisk; to put
it crudely, where it's so dead they'd do anything to get them in. The Y&A seems to follow this pattern: Watneys House, plastic
flowers and semi-believable 'Pub Grub' sign.
So it hasn 't been too difficult to push bar
returns up . But, according t o Jan Dalley, on
of the collective, the problem is the competition . Theatre doesn't encourage heavy drinking, as opposed to discos or live music. Noone wants to drop off in the back row. On
the other hand, theatre doesn't frighten the
horses
or annoy the locals, (except of
course' for the odd piercing cries of 'Darling,
you were wonderful!') Not that that sort of
thing would be encouraged in the audience
of ' Puntilla and his Man Matti', a lesser
known Brecht comedy performed by the.
resid e nt Mouth and Trousers Company. An
odd little prod at the 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable' faces of ~apitalism, it takes the
drunkeness and sobriety of a Finnish Landowner and it's schizophrenic effect on his
character as an allegory for a feckless and
wilful society which takes away as quickly
as it gives . (ie Capitalism as a drunken man
who gives you his wallet to buy the drinks
then accuses you of stealing it when he's
sobered up.)
It's done in a spirited way with grotesque,
spotty masks, lots of costume chang_es and
doubling up, th e as yet untamed lighting
flickering on and off. The full rough theatre
effect would be quite complete
if the
audience weren't quite so polite and subdued . Isn't it about time Pub Theatre started
attracting people from pubs?

/

April 1st came round this year with it's usual
frightfully
British little semi-coincidences,
stunts and media japes. The financial year
ended nudist beaches were opened and in all
the offices and institutions around the land
little perfOFmances took place excercising
the right to make jollity at another's
expense. This magazine's first Arts Council
grant application was considered on this day,
for example. The New Scientist printed a
method of making an A bomb in a semi-det·ached house, and
Spare Rib. printed an
alarming report on a new male contraceptive
(only 2 deaths among the 19.9_ men tested)
A new show opened at the ICA opened
called 'Merrie Prankes' and we sent our new
critic, Barry Fenaka to review it. We are not
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whethe, he got the dcift of ;t,

Oh deary me! 'Merrie Prankes' performed by
The Fireflies ot the Boulevard at the ICA to
thunderous self-publicity, was so eclectic an
evening as to be positively unoriginal. Where
have Martin Duncan and David Uitz who
devised the show been for the last ten years
that they can be so unaware that it has all
been done before?
OK, so collaging 'Hedda Gabler' and
'Hamlet' may have illumir:iated both texts in
a bizarre kind of way but Marovitz has
already done this sort of thing so much
better. And as for the set, all RSC white box
and jock-straps,
it was positively passe.
Things were little better in the second of
the evening's four sections when we were
treated to an 'open rei1earsal' of a dance version of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'. Did
these infuriati~gly vain poseurs think that
they were being daring in allowing us to ~ee
their 'work in progress'? The bitchiness of
the company made one cringe with sympathy
for the ICA official who was escorting a confused patroness in the audience.
Things might have been better had this
not been a boorishly fashionable promenade
production but all that shuffling around on
cold floors caused your critic's piles to prolapse and necessitated a hasty retreat to bed
and cocoa at the interval.
5
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TECHNOLOGY

GeneralIdeas TestTube
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When artists use new technology, are they
being gimmicky, boring, or are they just
doing what comes naturally? If you put
video art on television will everyone switch
off? Will performance
art, as the New
Musical Express suggests be the pop 'thing'
of the eighties. Have the long succession of
tapes watched in back rooms of small galleries merely provided groundwork for the
Kenny Everett Video show, Top of the Pops
and saturday morning childrens fun shows.
These are questions I ask myself as I stand
perusing the 'Computer Art' display (this
exhibit out of order) in the Science Museum
on a Sunday afternoon,
prompted
by
memories of keen technology fever as a
bright eyed ten year old innovation fanatic

sweating over suggestions of 'Three-Dee
Colour TV' in a country of limited unichannel monochrome.
North Americans have no such reservations. Born into a world where anything is
possible for some, Canadian arts group
General Idea announce 'We wanted to be
famous, we wanted to be glamourous, we
wanted to be right, that is to say we wanted
to be artists and we knew that if we were
famous, if we were glamourous, we could
say 'We are artists' and we would be'. They
extend their fairytale careers into the making
of a new art videotape called Test-Tube;
specifically designed for broadcast TV. Although it won't have a chance in this country, it is significant that it was shown recently

by Video Arts at the Acme; whose director,
Jonathan Harvey, is known to be part of a
consortium bidding for a new independent
TV franchise. If he gets it, which is a bit of a
wide chance, he assures people that he will
get independent artists tapes shown in this
country.
Test-Tube, shot at De Appel, the increasingly well-known performance gallery in
Amsterdam, shows bewilderingly contrasting
images within a chroma-keyed TV test pattern which is simultaneously the decor for a
futuristic cocktail bar, the clientele sipping
their cocktails out of, you've guessed it,
test-tubes. The participants then exchange
various quips on art, politics, culture and TV
while talking in a coded Mcluhanised jargon.
Meanwhile Marianne, a sort of home-bound
artist is doing various things involving prison
bars and TV sets while a baby cries offcamefa. Eventually, she ends up in the Colour
Bar with the rest of the General Idea crew
watching bizarre adverts for things like Nazi
milk and other ideological cocktails.
For a group of video artists, General
Idea have got themselves pretty well-known
back home. Their first tape 'Pilot' has been
shown widely on educational TV, and their
various media stunts have turned them into a
household name in Toronto. In particular
there is their 1984 Miss General Idea Pavilion,
a monument to their worship of Glamour.
Planned to be built by 1984, this pavilion,
haunted by the Spirit of Miss General Idea
'toting her doggy bag like a pet peeve' is
described as the 'first project where fascism
and anarchy could join forces to create a
work of art'. You get the jargon; their artefacts are riddled with phrases like 'is basically
this', verbal trompes d'oeil like 'guilt-edged'
and 'stretching that social fabric' (from TestTube). Finally, echoes of Yonge St. 'I didn't
know the Colour bar was also a Gray bar'.
General Idea are not for hard line-purists,
especially of the British school, but their
rampant lateral chic, their colourful sidelong
glance at art, glamour and fascination are of
interest here. Britain is, after all, the home
of the technological fetish.

,ifCt"Pl'IOil COMPLE'TE
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From Tom Klinkowstein
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INTRIGUEAT THEHOTELRELAXAY
SylviaZiranek,KitschArtist& SocialButterfly
Profiled by And rea Hill
When I was yo ung (as the say ing goes),
MAD magazine - considered highly intellect ual by Am erican youth-used
to bring out
a special book of party games, the MAD
Party Book. The most popular game consisted
of a short "story " in which many of t he
adjectives, adverbs , nouns, and other assorted
parts of speech had been left blank . One
person would be in possess ion of thi s page
and would
shout out "ADJECTIVE",
" NOUN", and so forth, and other members
of the group, usually in a hilarious condit ion,
would supply th e missing words in as arb it rary a style as possible-"NAUSEATI NG" ,
"SNAI L", "CACTUS" . Finally, the story
would be read out in its entirety, w ith
reader and audience alike barely able to
co nta in their upro arious mirth at th e results .
Silvia Ziranek's pe rformanc es, wh ich are
highly and densely verbal, sound like sophis ticated city cousins to the MAD party
games. They give the impression, as sent ence
' after
unpredictable
sentence
rol ls by,
mingling nonsens e with dead-on ins ight,
of having been composed with a thesaurus
in one hand and a par agraph full of blan k
spaces in th e oth er. How else t o account
for passages like: "Savag ely spr inkl ed w ith
ceramic etceteras in integ rated opp o rtun it ies
of unpara llelled specifica ti ons, includ ing
an engaging incognito
organist , Hot el
Reelaxay occupies the very heart of porn-p o rn
pre-requisites."? Unl ike my childhoo d pa rt y
friends, though , Ziranek brings a calculat ed
thread to bear on her stori es, has an un err ing writer 's sense of how t o bring t ogeth er
, sensibly a speech rampan t wit h di sco nnect ed
adjectives and seem ingly lacking in full st o ps.
At the end c:if th e performances you have,
not a sense of charact e r or sto ry exactly,
but a sense of conglomerate characters and
stories , made up of fashion able cl iches
from all possibl e quart e rs, usually leisu red
or money ed ones, coupl ed with th e od d
sarcasm . Mixed metaphor s, qua si-references
wh ich turn out not to refe r t o anythin g,
substitutions
of t he w ro ng word for the
right one, beginning everything with t he
same letter or sound , puns, all give her work
a kind of 'now you see it now you don't'
· meaning . An intu itive and fr ee-assoc iational
mirid is the best equipm ent for app rec iat ing
a Ziranek 'i ntr igue '. An ot he r introdu ctory
sent ence fr o m Hotel Reelaxay sum s it up :
"the atm osph ere here is on e of just ab out
everything with t hat extra special touch ".
Although I've emphasised the verbal
aspect of Ziranek 's work, what strike s first
are actually the visuals. At th e Hayw ard
Annual (Chili con Cardboard) and later
at the Film Make rs Co-o p (That Charm ing
Vase) obs er ve rs were allowed a pr e-perfor manc e medit ation on a sta ge set ab o undin g
in chint ziness, eve ryth ing app ea ring t o be
eit her flu ff y and pink or else made of
bamboo, with screens, birdcages , ostrich

I

fe ath ers, exot ic plants around the place .
When Z iranek app ears (in extravagant dress,
and old -fa shion ed h igh fash ion w ith lots
of mak e u p and ballooning skirt s and things
very t ight at the ankle and wa ist ), every
motion is st udied and contrived , to give
the greatest po ssible graciousness and high
eti q uett e to her pronouncem ents. In fact
motio n (to borrow her allite rat ive style)
is min im um , and she is liable t o stc:nd
confid en tly
in
place,
del ivering
one
impeccably tim ed phrases, for quite some
time . If she cro sses t he floor, you know it's
not imp rovised ; eve ry step cries artific e and
hou rs spen t rehea rsing.
Everyb od y 's f irst reaction to a perform anc e of Silvia Zi ranek's is that it 's "so well
done" , " so professional", qu ickly fo llow ed
by , "unl ike so m uch other work you see in
pe rfo rmance . . . thes e days ... " It's often
suspe ct ed , in fact, that Ziranek has a proper
theat rical background,
includi ng d ram a
sch ool and experience on the stage - though
actu ally she went to art school and did
perfor ma nce there pretty much fro m the
ver y begi nn ing without prelimi nar y years
in pa inti ng or sculptur e . Sh e did have
ba llet t raining when young - it show s in the

Ziranek , like many another ambitious
person before her, is unabashedly affected
and doesn't bat an eyelid at the thought of
presenting
her
own
chic
self for
consumpt ion, admiration, and one can't help
but, imagine, plenty of money .

gracef ul ar ms and serene bearing - and claims
also to have t ap dancing ski lls. An d of
course, she has wo rked a good dea l w ith
Bruce McLean, Eng land 's mast er pose ur,
but has ret ained no t so much the styl e as
the genre of Mc Lean's work ; her own
manners and metho ds are uniq ue. A predi lection for the ent er ta inment professio n
and the whole notion of showb iz in gener al
comes th rough loud and clear when she
says that her fu t u re plan s include first a
trip to Berm uda and t hen a nebulous sche me
to hire hersel f out t o ente rt ain at m illio naire's
part ies .
Millionaire's parties? Th is is a stra nge
sound coming from the usu ally impoveris hed
and corres pond ingly grumpy wor ld of
performance art . Millionair e's parties?
Z iranek, like many another ambitious
person before her, is unabashed ly affected
and doesn't bat an eye Iid at the tho ught
of presenting her own ch ic self for consumption, adm irat io n, and, one can't help but
imagine , plent y of money. Like other great
phonies (of whom Andy Warhol seems t he
most imm iedia t ely relevant , if in a rath e r
bigger league), she packages he r personali t y,
uses herself as the artwo rk. But it 's not her
natural self so much as her dressed up and
made-faultless self. In short, Ziranek is
dealin g exclusive ly with her own image.
This is a cause of irritation to some
viewers , who find something distastefu l
abou t any ar,tist (who is not suppos ed ,
in this country anyway , to be an entertainer
or have a pub lic image) blithe ly doing herself
up , speaking prett y phras es, and generall y
behaving in a fairly unser ious manner.
Consequent ly it is sometimes thought t hat
she is not really saying anything, tha t her
work is contentless , is no more than a
glamorous shell . T his is a true assessment
but not a fair one, beca use it neg lects both
the so cial inte lligenc e which this species
of frivolity demonstrates and the pointedness
of those pretty phrases. ("There is nothing
qu ite like a social conscience w it h a patio .")
An artist deal ing in facades , as Ziranek is,
knows what's beh ind them ; such an art ist
is bo urd to rea lise t hat adopting a fa cade,
or marry facades, in an artwork is not tant amount to accepting the valu es indicated
by th at affectation. Actually,
I suspe ct
that Z iranek , like Warhol , would say she
simply ado res exp ensive hote ls and trash y
novels and champagne and all the rest of it ,
but that is beside t he point-it only indic ate s
how thorough ly she has integrat ed her
performin g with her real life persona . T he
fact remains that every word of her scr ipts
reveals, ok, an infatuati o n w ith all brands
of mann erism and expen sive banality , but
at th e same t ime has a sense of , a feel for,
th e lan guage of clich es and received judg ements wh ich makes it quite clear that she
herself is not (or not just) a social ite. T he
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wit bites pretty deep. It also bites pretty
funny. So Ziranek is in the schizophrenic
pos1t1on, potentially
anyway, of being
acceptable to the very class of audience
which another class of audience might

see her as parodying. It's a subtle move,
and it'll be interesting to see where it leads
her. But in the meantime: " . . . now listen
to the poetry of those tweaking tendons,
ripple to the rhythm of the moody meta-

tarsal. To some a foot is just a plaything
for an hour, remember, yours are with you
for life. The classics of today, the meaning
of tomorrow, feet speak in a language all
can understand."
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This Spring brought two shows that I found myself eagerly awaiting - the first ever TV adaptation of Agatha Christies's 'Why
Didn't They Ask Evans?' and Noel Grieg's 'Angels Descend On
Paris' by the Combination at the Albany Empire. Without appear ing to be flippant I did find them somewhat similar. They were
both extremely long, both were period plays with rather complicated plots, both were very well produced and both were whodun '.its. In the case of 'Evans' one could either sit back till all was
revealed or follow through 'vital' clues which after all, is perhaps
the fun of a Christie . In the case of 'Angels Descend on Paris',
however , a lot was asked of the audience but not necessarily in
the most effective ways.
The action that links the destinies of the Six Characters in
Search of Survival is rather too involved but it was not obscure or
unreasonable or deep but at moments of 'thickening plot' the
audience was given the detective story treatment via musical
'hints', usually accompanying lines that presaged what would
perhaps follow later. Theoretically, it may have been a good idea
but musical hints like that can confuse and intrude - particularly
when the first half of the play did not necessarily lead one to
think one was going to end up watching a who-dun-it. The whodun-it angle was very interesting but most of the demands that
made it unsatisfactory seemed to be made from the script itself.
In parts it was saying a whole heap of political/philosophical
things - the politics of art/the art of politics; the changes of
ideals, positions and attitudes in the survival game of escaping
from and coping with oppression at people's doorsteps; the
pressures of hiding one's real identity in times of danger; questions of maleness; the economic bases of fascism and survival; the
role of an artist (or any person of conscience) in the political
world and so on. All very profound and, no doubt, very difficult
to deal with in one show. So then there was the personal level on
which we were asked to be interested in the six characters including a butcher/entrepreneur who was French a~d dealt with buying and selling paintings, a German Jewish cabaret artist and her
'drag queen' partner who were both ctScaping from her political
family background, a lesbian woman working with the Resistance
and a middle-class French woman who was a frequent customer
and one time lover of the butcher. These people and their dilemmas, backgrounds , fears, desires, natures, searches, escapes, compromises were all interconnected against the background of
spreading Nazism. There were times when these two levels didn't
click.
Some moments were crying out for real intimate understanding and were being continuously cut across by the largeness of
other moments that called for a more heightened theatrical style.

So much so that I found some of the characters were difficult to
actually get to grips with, even though .the performances were all
very good and effective. Indeed, the theatrical largeness of production seemed to take precedence over the rest.
Nancy Diuguid's production was extremely good, large and
theatrically effective. Paul Dart's monumental white set that
looked like a butcher's shop-cum-hospital-cum-giant Underground
Station was superb but not truly environmental or atmospheric
in that the tables and chairs of the Albany seemed self-consciously perched round the edge waiting for a cabaret that turned
out to be a West End Musical. The effect, perhaps intentional,
was cold and clinical. It was a shame that the seating couldn't be
incorporated more naturally into the environment. The set was
superb enough to warrant it. Paul Sand's music, now haunting,
now lulling seemed tailor-made for a Big Musical, which was what
the production seemed to be aiming at, and the songs themselves
were somewhat like an opperetta with West End Hit Musical type
choruses crossed over by duets and solos - some of which were
beautifully sung.
The romantic symbolism that constantly edged into the production was sometimes annoyingly predictable. I mean - roses
wrapped in barbed wire hanging on a meat-hook and black
shrouded vieled figures lurking around chanting about the Angel
of Death in a show that revolves around Fascism is about as
romantically predictable as you can get. At other times the
symbolism was used to great effect such as the opening song of
the second half with the entire company singing on telephones in
different parts of the set - very showy. The songs themselves I
found highly repetitive but they also demanded that one actually
listened to the lyrics (not a bad thing at all) and, indeed, I felt
that had I just heard the songs alone I would perhaps have not
needed to see the play.
I felt a lack of clarity (and brevity) in the writing of the play
which seemed to be troubled between the political/philosophical
level and the intimate/personal leveland opted to cut both short
by coming down rather heavily on theatrical symbolism, aesthetics
and the 'plot', Nancy Duguid's production giving the whole thing
a foundation of confidence. But behind it all there were signs of a
well-attempted unity for an ambitious script that could have been
more defined about where it wanted to take its audience instead
of floundering on a sea (rich though it may be) of symbols,
theatrical stances and images and then coming into harbour in a
who-dun-it multiple murder finale.
See it.
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Bruce Bayley

01RD1FFNEw PERFORMANCECENTREOF EUROP
E
A PROFILE
OF
CHAPTER
ARTSCENTRE
AND ITSFOURRESIDENT
COMPANIES
by Simon Kelly

The Chapter Arts Centre in Cardiff began life with a £1500 grant
from the Welsh Arts Council. And when the premises, a disused
and derelict school, had been put in some sort of order and the
doors of Wales' first performance/arts centre opened, the detractors, who are always present on such occasions, said it wouldn't
last three months.
That was in March, 1971, now nine years later this home for the
visual and performing
arts still occupies a unique,
if
unappreciated place in Britain. At every step of the way, the
centre has had to fight the efforts of the Conservative controlled
local authority to close it down and to counter smear attacks in
the local press.
Parallels for this centre, where painters, film makers, dancers, and
theatre groups can perform and exhibit are hard to find.
"We wanted to make possibilities available .
The idea was of the arts lab, as a place of
ferment, experiment, a seething ground for
new ideas", says Mick Flood, Chapter's
artistic director, the man who founded the
centre and has overseen its development
ever since.
"Not many people thought we'd last, but
I saw it as a vital provision and facility for
artists of all kinds and I retain that feeling
to this day. We primarily exist for the provision of contemporary
arts, and the community as such was not a major factor
behind setting up Chapter, although as it
has evolved, the community has been woven
into the fabric of the activities.
Working under the umbrella of Chapter
are four theatre companies: Cardiff Laboratory Theatre, Moving Being, Reflex Action ,
and
occasionally,
Pauper's
Carnival,
Diamond Age.
Moving Being was the first to take up
residence at Chapter in 1972, led by director
Geoff Moore. Formerly based in London the
group is best known for its work in multi
media . Cardiff Laboratory on the other hand
very much has its roots in Wales, and after a
period of gestation at Cardiff University

moved to Chapter in 1974. They are an
actors company in that they begin with the
art of the actor and then only proceed to
the art of the theatre. Pauper's Carnival, perhaps the least known of al I the groups at
Chapter, began work there in 1975 . A company of three actors, they now work primarily through the myths and celebrations
of England, Ireland, and Wales. Recently,
they have begun to do children's shows .
Reflex Action (formerly Red Light) began
work in 1976 and from early work on the
surrealists and absurdists now wholly work
through improvisation. The group has also
evolved out of being a director 's theatre, and
is now run on collective lines .
All of the companies, although receiving
assistance from the Welsh Arts Council to
their income
varying degrees, supplement
by touring, and also to extend their audience.
Cardiff Laboratory in fact makes 40 per cent
of
their
income
through
European
performances .
In looking at the work of these four
companies it is easier to find areas of divergence than convergence . One however, is
that none of the companies have an overt or
explicit political stance, which is not to say

Moving Being
they are apolitical, rather that their work is
implicitly political as are the structures of
the groups themselves.
Cardiff Laboratory, Reflex Action, and
Pauper's Carnival have all attempted to leave
the literary theatre tradition , with different
degrees of success, and Moving Being has
tried to revitalize that tradition by drawing
on other forms.
Geoff Moore, the Director of Moving
Being came to theatre from art school and
dance, from beginnings concerned with the
use/ manipulation of space, later fused into
work with mixed media . "We got to Cardiff
in 1972 at a time when the fri_nge theatre
was beginning to break up; London was
getting expensive, and we wanted to consolidate our work and we'd been very well
received when in Cardiff before," says
Moore of his reasons for finding a new home
for Moving Being .
"When we began there were about a dozen
actors . It was a very different period. We
were finding out about all sorts of things.
The idea of the group was the first thing ...
in the late 1960s people were creating new
ways of being and creating .. . the original
company was together for five to six years,
9
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and some stayed eight or nine. Now we work
with a small nucleus."
A measure of the change that has occured
in Moore's thinking is that he's no longer
concerned with the group as the source and
dynamic of the creative process. "Theatre
can get stuck in a lot of blind alleys if that's
(the group) the only reason for doing."
Instead of maintaining a company of actors
he works frequently with about three and
contracts actors in and out for individual
projects and productions . This practice, says
Moore, aids creativity rather than detracts
from it, while allowing Moving Being the
maximum amount of flexibility, particularly
economically.
It is problematical whether Moving Being's
last production would have greatly differed
had it been the result of work between
actors who had worked together consistently
for a long period of time. A criticism that is
often heard of Moore is that he allows his
actors no room, curtails experiment, and
from first rehearsal to last attempts to get
the actors to become the vehicles of his
inner vision.
Rananim (the dream of D.H. Lawrence)
tells the story of the relationship between
Lawrence and the New Zealand writer
Katherine Mansfield. The text, as is often
the case with th·e group's work, comes from
a wide range of sources, including their own
works, letters, journals, essays and travel
writings. The programme notes say "the piece
evokes Lawrence's quest for the achievement
of 'complete being' through spiritual and
sexual rehabilitation of man." Its said that
Lawrence and Mansfield never partook of
the latter form of relationship, which is just
as well, as the nearest we get to passion .is a
frying pan being whopped
across the
knuckles.
Moving Being's next major production is
to be based on the Mabinogion myths and
the choice of material was made it would
seem more because it is a rich source of
material, than because they are Welsh .
"I don't think its necessary for the
material to relate to the particular area in
which it is being performed," says Moore.
"We are as much a European or American
company as Welsh ."
By contrast, to the Cardiff Laboratory
Theatre, Wales is of primary importance.
"The thing we feel close to is an endemic

Laboratory Theatre

Moving Being
Welsh theatre, and we may by our work, be
able to assist in the creation of this," says
Laboratory senior partner, Richard Gough .
Indeed, there is a feeling within the company to even-tually leave Chapter Arts Centre,
which has been its home since 1974, and
move to a small town or village where it may
be possible to get closer to the roots of
Welsh life and culture .
A decision, when and if it is made, would
in part be influenced
by some of the more
negative aspects of Chapter, which while
providing reasonably secure environments
for the theatre companies and the 15 artists
housed within it, can also act as a drain on
energy, because, as with every centre of this
kind (and there are very few) it attracts the
usual group who take a lot but contribute
little.
The work of the Labora-tory covers three
main areas: street and special projects work
(which may involve collaboration with other
theatre groups) performance and a resources
centre . Almost from the beginning they have
explored non-verbal theatre, at first with the
work led by a director, and now with a
coordinator who is appointed from within
the company to lead a production or a project. Initially, the performance impulse came
from the text (their own and oth1us) early on,
this was replaced by ideas and/or characters.
Now, as with "Postcards in a Glass Court",
their latest formal production and the fost
since "Moths in Amber" last year, the work
evolves from the individual and personal
researches of the actors. What such work
requires, of course, is discipline and no small
amount of dedication. This they show in
their approach to the work process and to
performance as a whole. While other companies talk and theorize about the work of
the actor the Cardiff Laboratory seems virtually alone in its genuine attempts to translate into concrete terms .
What the
Laboratory is attempting is
much more than the sum of an- individual
performance or performances . And it's the
other aspects of their work that may in the
long-term be of more significance. What the
Laboratory is helping to build, and in many
ways to lead, is the creation ot a whole

climate, that challenges on a fundamental
level the assumptions about theatre, that
examines theatre work through philosophical
and moral principles, and through building a
sound infrastructure
make it possible to
change its direction and tap its potentialities. Significantly,
findings from these
researches are now being published by the
Laboratory itself, as an extension of its
resources centre, founded with the aim of
spreading,
disseminating,
and furthering
understanding
of theatre in Wales. The
resources centre is soon to be expanded to
include video as well as publication of original
material not readi ly available in English.
Cardiff Laboratory belongs to that small
(but growing) group of theatres around the
world that have come to constitute what is
now called the "Third Theatre " .
"Almost unknown, it is ra rely subject to
reflection, it is not presented at festivals
and critics do not write about it . The
Third theatre seem to constitute
the
anonymous extreme of the theatres recognized by the world of culture: on the one
hand the institutionalized theatre, protected and subsidized because of-the cultural
values it seems to transmit, appearing as a
living image of a creative confrontation
with the texts of the past and the present or even as a noble version fo the entertainment business; on the other hand, the
avant-garde
theatre,
experimenting,
researching arduous or iconoclastic, a
theatre of changes,
in search of new
originality,
defended n the name of
necessity to transcend
tradition,
and
open to novelty in the artistic field and
within society. The third theatre lives on
the fringe, often outside or on the outskirts of the centres and capitals of culture
. . . Perhaps it is here in this third theatre
... one can see what constitutes the living
matter of the theatre, a remote meaning
which attracts new energies to the theatre
and which in spite of everything, keeps it
alive in our society .. . "
-Eugenio BarbaThe Laboratory's next major work, the
village project, will in some ways be to move
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away from Chapter as already speculated,
albeit temporarily. The project stems directly
from outdoor performance
work and celebrations throughout Wales in the summer of
1979. The project,
running from April
through December, will try and examine the
way in which theatre might approach small
communities where there . is no street life as
such. The project ,is to have three main
phases: a town or a collection of five villages
will be chosen in which the Laboratory can
take· up residence to try and see if theatre
can be created that relates to the community.
Also to be attempted
is the intergration
, of a group of performers
into the community and an examination of the degree to
which they and their work are accepted . A
culmination
will be a presentation
of the
Lab's own performance work and the crea-.
tion of a special event to celebrate one
particular aspect of the community.
In August, the Odin Teatret from Denmark
are to join this project. The Odin have
previously done related work in Sardinia,
Italy and Soutn America. At Chapter they
will present their entire repetoire, and the
group's director, Eugenio Barba, fs to conduct a five-day seminar. Later, the actors of
Odin and the Laboratory will fuse into three
groups and will seperately go and work in
three small towns.
The bringing of theatre groups, dancers
and individual performers from all over the
world to Cardiff and Wales is an important
aspect of the Laboratory's
work. It allows
Wales the opportunity
of seeing a wide
variety of theatre/performance
not readily
available and it gives the actors both at
Chapter and outside the possibility of work-ing with and assimilating diverse influences.
example of this, apart
·One forthcoming
from the Odin's visit, is the arrival in July of
Krishnan Nanbudiri, director of a widely respected Balinese Kathakali school and his
leading actor. They will give a series of public performances,
demonstrations,
lectures
and .discussions.
"Postcards in a Glass Court", which has
just returned from European tour, is, one
senses, the apotheosis of the Laboratory's
six years work. "Postcards" tells the story of
the group, their inner visions, voices and
obsessions, their history. When the audience
enters the actors are already in lace, the dark
cavern of the theatre is analogous to entering the unconscious, and then to bringing it
to conscious reality in a fixed time and place.
We go with the actors in their own and coithrough the pain and
lective "dreamtime"
the pleasure, and had anyone - actor or
audience - felt the need to ·say again : "Don't
be afraid, I am coming with you" - it would
have been unnecessary because the journey
in its lyricism - akin to floating on a gentle
tide - smoothed the worries, and made the
cracking of the shell, not a violent haemorrhaging more a letting go . We are on a rolling
canvas of three dimensions, and as we tumble normal points of reference blur, and we
must ask, more tel I ourselves, that its the
actor who at the end is hanging by the feet,
yvorld inverted.
and not our comfortable
All the companies
espouse a physical
theatre,
but unfortunately,
all, with the
exception
of the Laboratory,
fal I unceremoniously back on the word. An obvious
example of this pattern is the latest work of
Reflex Action.
Reflex Action's artistic policy has under gone a fundamental change in the last year.
The group no longer stages formal per-

Laboratory Theatre

formances, but are, they say, exploring the
uniqueness of each theatrical event through
improvisation . This ostensibly
means the
rejection of most theatrical conventions and
norms. "Theatre should not be a place that
reinforces soci'al isolation but on the contrary
offers a rare opportunity
for strangers to
join together in a shared experience,"
says
the company. The function of theatre is seen
as a meeting place for the exchange of 'gifts'
between the audience and performers . The
audience's gift can take the form of suggestions, words, sounds, songs etc., which the
actor can choose to use as a 'springboard' for
a creative process.
Unfortunately,
this promise of Christmas
being able to take place daily, of a shared
experience, was not realized when I attended
a presentation
of their work. The audience
enters - as usual, sits on traditional tiered
seating,
facing
the performance
space,
occasionally, the actors leave their warm-up
to greet a friend, the lights are fixed squarely
on the performers, the audience sits in the
shade. The audience, when the warm-up is
(one supposes) completed,
is told its role
and responsibilities, and of the gifts they can
give if they choose.
"A performance
may be influenced by
themes chosen by the company or it may be
entirely free form . In both cases, the performance aims to create a rich collage of

dramatic
ingredients,
without
props, costumes, sets ... " The actors take up their
positions and wait: one is reminded of a
human anatomy lecture where the students
sit expectantly
awaiting arrival of the first
specimen. The first 'gift' is given and it is,
significantly for the performance as it later
turned out, a word. At this moment one
can't help but admire the courage of the
actors in taking this step away from structured 'safe theatre'.
But as the audience
begins to see, this expedition into the nether
regions of theatre is not unprepared, there
are numerous
back up and life support
systems, all of which add up to a working
structure that finally is as rigid as any other.
In fact, the actors are on very safe ground,
and pretty much at home too; they know
the rules of this game and they abide by
them, assured that nobody will challenge
them. Consequently, they take no risks and
the audience is given few opportunities
to
break out of their isolation, social or otherwise. As the piece progresses, the actors
increasingly grope in a sea of words from the
audience as well as their own mouths. The
spectators by this stage have acquired that
self confidence
so often obnoxiously
apparent in the second half of footbal I matches.
Moreover, in this case the audience can
direct and control, give texture, but the
words are coming so fast the actors have to-
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filter out those they will follow and those
they won't. This, on occasion, led to considerable
confusion
among the actors.
Participatory theatre is now a half forgotten
dream - although it lives on in areas where
it works best: children's theatre, and theatre
in education . But at best it seemed to offer
more than this auto-suggestion, this work
that vacillatas around the questions of
performance and theatre, because as Reflex
Action realize and regret, far too infrequently
does it become anything more than a word
game, semantic acrobatics, without meaning
or content.
And this is surprising: Reflex Action
place such emphasis on physical training, but
only rarely is the body used dynamically, to
express or to say. In their own individual
way Reflex Actipn have reached the point so
many companies meet but cannot cross: not
being able to go beyond the structure, the
formula. "The real risk would be to stop
being a 'theatre' group," says Reflex Action's
Anna Furse. It is a risk that the company in
its present form probably won't be taking,
but conceivably could occur when Reflex
Action is reorganized later in the year.
"The Droll-teller's Wedding", Pauper's
Carnival's major production for 1980, assures, somewhat gratuitously, that the world
is a blessed place , even if demons and fireflies do sometimes menace us. It is the
latest step in their retelling of the myths and
legends that once constitute the collective
_ mythology of England, Wales, Ireland and
Scotland. They present their work in the
way that perhaps the travellers, story-tellers
and gypsjes may have done. For this reason
audiences may find their work untheatrical,
- there is no sense 9f performance - and
adjusting to their rhythms is similar to the
sort of effort required when viewing one of
Sanjit Ray's movies.
There is a si-ncere feeling of welcome for
the audience in entering the performing
space, and being asked "would you like a
glass of punch. "The text is characteristically dense and the final image of death and
rebirth - the only point in the whole work
where there was a performance quality and
tension - gave the work and at.Jded dimension. However, one must ask whether this,
and their previous productions, are not more

Laboratory Theatre

suited to the greens, fields, and other areas
where such presentations were traditionally
made, and where the group frequently
performs.
Pauper's Carnival round out the Chapter
Arts Centre's theatre umbrella, and in some
ways provide the closest link with the Wales
(and indeed England) that is rapidly disappearing. It is close to the hills, valleys, and
mining towns of Wales, and speaks of the
anxiety of a people that are as depressed
economically now as they were then.
It was the combination of political repression and economic decline that stifled the
growth of any contemporary Welsh theatre
and art. In backing the concept of the
Chapter Arts Centre the Welsh Arts Council
not only showed the appreciation that this
needed to be reversed, but have given

Britain as a whole the only performance
centre of its kind - housing four or five
theatre companies, an art gallery, two
cinemas, health food restaurant, learning
exchange, restaurant and two bars.
"There are quite a lot of social users in
the bar, people who come here to drink and
never use the rest of our facilities. But there
are also those who come here for a meal,
visit the gallery, and see a late night movie"
says Flood .
"Chapter has been the main force in raising the cultural temperature in Cardiff but
the sadness is our reputation Iies outside
Cardiff - its a schizophrenic situation, and
the reason for this is that we've been at the
mercy of the media in presenting our image,
but we hope to change that ."
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Intrigued by an unusual fusion of talents, Neil Hornick went along to the
Cochrane Theatre to see Charlie Drake play King Ubu in a very free version by
Spike Milligan of Alfred Jarry's classic surrealist burlesque, directed by Charles
Marowitz. The next day he talked to Charlie Drake himself.
Charlie Drake has had his ups and downs. Once one of our most popular television comics, he's not appeared on TV since about the time of an on-set accident
which left him concussed in mid-performance when shows went out live. And he
was banned by Equity for a year when he insisted on employing a non-Equity
housewife in one of his pantomimes. Short of stature, he has a reputation for
perfectionism - and truculence, a useful quality, you would think, in the playing of Jarry's monstrously comic tyrant. yet the critics have agreed in finding
his performance curiously subdued.
Drake is thinner these days, affable, communicative and altogether more humble
than his reputation led me to expect. He comes over as a very genuine person,
the only hint of affectation, perhaps, being a slightly awkward refinement of
accent which sounds as if it's been acquired en route during his chequered life.
This instantly likeable man also holds some unexpected views - on Jarry, Fringe
Theatre, and the 4th television channel. ...
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Hornick: First of all I'm interested to know how the casting came about.
Drake: Well in the first place Spike saw this piece in Paris about ten years ago
which inspired him to do an edition . . . He did a revision for me . He thought the
best part of my comedy was that it is basically an anarchic comedy. I read his
first edition and, to be quite honest, I was a bit afraid of it . Then about nine
months ago came this new revision and Charles Marowitz was to direct. And I
read it,and I was still a bit nervous of it . Then I said to Charles, 'Let me read
about Jarry ' and I got Jarry's life story out, which I read, and I read h is earlier
works, read what happened to him during his creation of Ubu which, in fact,
during the creation or shortly after, sent him mad. Because the character took
him over. He went into the cafes in Paris and said 'Call me Ubu! ' And he d ied of
excessive eat ing and drinking, a la Ubu, when he was 34. Ubu must have been
some character to have done this to this very literate man and this interested me .
It was Jarry, in fact, that swung me to wanting to play Ubu. Ubu was such a
compulsive character that he had created that it destroyed him. Then I looked at
Ubu types - Hitler . . . ldi Amin .. . What Jar ry was saying is that it's not what
you do that counts but what you can get away with . All this led me eventually
to wanting to play the part.
Hornick: I see. In reading about.Jarry, did you identi fy in any way with any of
it or was it very much outside your own experien ce?
Drake: There was a relationship in so much as in the bulk of my work I am a
little picture hanger - wh ich is my trade. If I got to hang a picture in a great
mansion I'm oblivious to all around and I may well, in hanging the picture,
destroy everything around that gets in the way of where I want the picture to
be. I may knock over Ming vases and tread on pianos and whatever but be completely oblivious to this.
Hornick: It's very single-minded.
Drake : That's right. That's right. That's right indeed .
Hornick: Jarry not only wrote but he also embodied some of these strange
characteristics himself . He used to do all sorts of biza rre things in publi c, a kind
of living performance. Do you feel any sympathy with that kind of approach?
Have you ever done anything like that?
Drake : That's the interesting thing. I've been reading him for something like the
last 8 months. I've immersed myself in Jarry and he impressed me no end . He
changed th e face of the theatre in Paris. It 's compulsive reading. He had to die
when he was 34. It was ·predictable in his writings . There's this great restless
energy going somewhere.
I had to work at it and study him like a student at college. I've never been to
college, in fact, and I asked my oldest boy, 'How am I going to work this? I've
got so much reading here which I'm not used to .' I'm used to 3 minute spots - 25
minutes but broken down . And he said: 'Well when I work, dad, I work at
6 o'clock in the morning and I find I can take it in the n from 6 to 9.' In the
theatre we normally work at night, you know, but I did it. I made this great
attempt to study and my wife got up at 6 with me and run me through this man.
I based him on Mussolini, Hitler, Amin and Th e Lion of Judah - the little man
who could stand beside De Gaulle and look taller . I got so immersed in him that
coffee cup or something, I shouted, 'What the
one day, when my wife dropped
hell do you think you're doing, woman!' And she sa id, 'Don't you come your
Ubu with me!' And at th e first preview it was extraordinary .. . We came to the
final number in the show wh er e I have a very important line to sing, but I was so
busy posturing and Jarrying that the line went right away .. . He takes me over
in that way and I can understand Jarry's problem up to a point.
Hornick: Well there's that aspect of it - the Ubu character taking over - but
there 's also Jarry's pranks . For instance , he liked firing a gun in the street and
in cafes. Apparently on one occasion a woman complained that he might have
killed her child and he replied, 'In that case, madam, we would gladly have
made you another.'
Drake : Well, here I introduce a .45 revolver into the sixteenth century . . . When
the Jester com es in Ubu kills him and someone says 'He's.dead ' and Ubu says,
'Yes, it's the gun that does it.' In fact I got this line from the original prank of
Jarry's.

a

Jarry's portrait of the teacher who inspired
the creation of Pa Ubu.
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Hornick : That's not one of Spike's lines?
Drake: No, no. I added it . The surprising thing abo ut Sp ike - and I've known
him many years - is that he 's very controlled in his w rit ing. Spike ha s fla she s of
genius and if he can't think of an idea he lets it go. Alb e it th e thin g is very , very
funny, he has held hard on t o the main plot of Ja rry , which is very int eresting .. .
Hornick : It 's a typically Milligan piece in many ways, tho ugh also still holding
fast to Jarry, and Milligan's presence is very strong in it . How do y ou feel about
being involved in a production like this in which, in a way, the ghost of Milligan
is somehow hovering behind the lines?
Drake : No , I've no fear of this and the re ain't no shadows , an d I'll t ell tell you
why . This is a director's piece and the fact t hat Marowitz is directing - he's a
very good director - means we are wo rking w ith on e voic e an d he is working to
hold us on to Jarry . He's holding hard to t he o riginal Ubu. We'r e not deMilliganising it , because it's there, but Marow it z has taken any outside fears
away. He's in comp lete contro l.
Hornick : Is that a familiar situatio n fo r y ou, work ing with a director in this way?
Drake: No.
Hornick : What's it like? Is it difficult?
Drake : Yes it is. It 's difficult in so much as, ever since I've been in the busi ness,
everything I've done I've written or co-writte n an d had compl ete arti stic control
re castin g, re most things . There 's been one exce pt ion - Wolf Mankowitz wrote
a play which I did on television . . . It was di fficult at th e beginning because I've
been in the business 38 years and in none of that tim e no -one has said, 'Wait a .
minute , this is the way you do it , and t his is t he way you do it .' And you'r e
spoilt to a point where you think you kno w how to do it and suddenly you
grind to a hal t with a director w ho proves that you don't. And you have to
accept what he says . I'm so practiced in t he art of th eatr e that if I hit a ruddy
difficult thing I can 't do I've got enough expe rtise to invent something around it
rat her than wrestling with it. But Marowi t z won 't have that ... Once you've
come to' terms with the fact that, in fact, he is very cleve r and in control, you
lose the fear and you go along.
Hornick : It sounds as if you have a lo t of confidence in him.
Drake : Yes indeed.
Hornick: But what made you agree to do it in the first p lace if you dfdn't have
the degree of control you're used to?
Drake: Principally, it was Alfred Jarry . And th en having acc ept ed that , it had to
be a very powerful and a very g'ood director. But I'd not met Marowitz. He came
down wh en I was playing in Stoc kport, and we spe nt two days to gether. Having
spent those two days I then came back and had a wee k w ith h im in town and
then I was convinced that he was the man , if th is co uld be put to gether he would
... . I have trem endous resp ect for the man and t o watch him wo rk and see
what he wants d o ing, you know that the ma n is a rea lly fir st rate dir ector . It's
been marvellous .
Hornic k: I quite enjoyed the moments of impro visation in last night 's preview .
There 's always that sense of danger in improvi sation. Can they pull if off? And
if they do , it's a very good feeling .
Drake: It is. It is. It is. And the extraordinary thi ng abo ut it d urin g that sort o.f
situation, you're going t o think , 'You know, tha t was marve llo us, w hy don't
we leave it in? ' Never happens again , once you contrive t o leave it in. T hose are
things that happen in limbo.
Hornick: I t' s qu i te a large cast, isn ' t it?
Drake : Yes, it is. And they're all so blood y good, aren't th ey. There used to b~
theatre companies as such twelve years ago, t hen t hey went, and now they're all
individuals. But all these actors have so muc h to do th at it' s becom e a company.
We're treating it as a company show . Marowitz spe nt about tw o months casting
it and they're all talented . .. Everybody's an int egra l part and it's not Charlie
Drake going on for twenty minutes after the acts , as it wer e ...
Hornick: Can I ask you something about the p review? You nearly came to grief
when you made a rather grand entra nce at on e poi nt at the top of a stairway.
Our hearts missed a beat for a moment. Di d that bring back any unhappy
mem ories?
Drake: Yes, it was extraord inary. The pres s and the publi c are so used to seeing
and reading about one going to hospital that it' s no longer news and the incredible thing is that there's a trap door t here and that trap door is o pened and the
man that pushes the thing is undernea th and there' s tw o of us up th ere, Ray
Barraclough and me, and it 's me who goes do wn th e trap . Ray co uld have gone
but no, no, I went down! It's OK now . It bled like he ll and came up last night
(shows Hornick his knee) and I went to see my Harley Str ee t man who' s d one it
so often he can do it while he's writing . So now it' s all down again . But last
night, first you get the big pain, t hen it goes numb, th en you ad lib over it just
to see if I've broke it - what am I going to d o and if it's alright can I carry on?
It happens every bloody tim e. It's quite extraor din ary. On e a show .
Hornick : Do you think you 're particularly accident p rone ?
Drake : I suppose that's it. It happens iri the simpl est ways . I wa s co m ing back
from America. There were 360 people on an aero plane and th ey started to serve
drinks and we were at the back of the aircraft . . . an d I had a hangover and
ordered a Bloody Mary , and I had the cashmere suit on, I'd just been doin g the
Ed Sullivan show, and - this is abso lute ly tru e - everybody had their drinks and
immediately she gets to me we hit a fucki ng air pock et and I get th e Bloody
Mary . And the girl said, ' I'm awfully sorry, it was an accide nt .' But I said,
'You've got 359 other people, why me?' And yet I tak e such care. It's not clumsiness . .. But, by golly , if there's a hole I' ll fi nd it . Incr edible isn't it.
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Hornick: I've heard differing version s of your accident on television. I'd be
interested to know from you what really happened.
Drake: Yes certainly. The show was going out live, which was very pert inent,
and I'd written it . It was my show.
Hornick : Was it one in the series ' The Worke r '?
Drake : No , it was for the BBC and was called ' Drake s Progress'. The th eme was
set, and it was a man who ran a bingo hall and the Mafia came in and wanted to
take over all bingo halls . They got to him and they we re going to ro ugh h im up,
Onc e again, its this anarchic comedy. I had a G-pla n bookcase built across t he
stag e and the gangsters stood me on one side of the bookcase, moved some
books , placed me arm through the bookcase and they jerked me through . And
then I had to play at being unco nscious. And the two actors had to pick me up
and throw me out of the sugar glass window on to a mattress out side. And then
I immediately come through th e door . But th e show was live. Balsawoo d is very
resonan t, you have to be ve ry careful witn it, and wh at you never do is nai l it.
Someone had spoken t o th e carpenters and said ; ' Now when you put those
shelv es across; just a little touch of glue to hol d them in position, so that when
I fall through, just the sound effec t s of the break, and we're in business .' He did
t his and we rehearsed it . F ine. Put the planks back on, and we broke for lunch.
When we broke for lunch, the carpenter had just finished for the day, and
anoth er carpenter took over . He looked at the shelves, thought 'that's a bit of a
badged-up job', and he's nailed it. So when we go bac k, we shoot it, and I get
there , and I goes boinnnng! and it knocks me unc ons cious. That was fine, one
would jus t have woken up ou t of that, b ut the two actors, albeit they thought I
was laying it on a littl e bit, still picked me up and thr ew me out of the bloody
wi ndow, and I h it the head on th e st age weight, and that was what done the
damage. It was a live sh ow, and th e director on the door said 'we ' ll hang on a
minute, he'll be th rough.' And the re was a fade, a blac kout , and a bit of an
announcement .. .. and that 's what happ ened. It put me out 18 months.
Hornick : You've been immersed in Jarry for some time now ... You 're
obviously quite taken by him and , it seems, by work ing in this relativel y unfamilar context. Do you feel that this encounter wit h Jarry is going to influe nce
th e direc tion you take in the future in any way, and if so, in what way?
Drake : Yes I do . One has done the movies ; one has p layed the Pal lad ium ; one
has won the Golden Rose of Montreux. Conceivably o ne would have thought
that that's it. But what I got from J arry was a progress ive step within what I've
been doing. One would have thought now I've done it all, but in fact I haven't
even touc hed it. I feel that th is Jarry man is pu lling out of me more than anyone
e lse ever did in my life. I look on this as a .progressive step forward and wou ld
want to stay with these good books, these good classic writers ... an d hopefu lly
I can get Ubu the way he wanted him, albeit that we have to updat e it to a point
but witho ut losing this maniacal charact er, this blunderbuss in soci ety , as it were.
And I just hop e I can pull him. There's a fine edge betwee n the comedy and the
drama which, in the first prev iew , you had a se nse th at the audience we re grabb ing it. Albeit they were laughing, they were still getti ng th e evil that lays
within this character and the b re akdown aHhe end wh ich happens to all d ictators
and bullies - they make that one mistake which seem ingly is an imponderable
mistake - the mistake of Napoleon . . . when the gree d and lust have co me over
them completely there's noth ing else for them to gr ab and in that weakened
state the y get overthrown.
Horni ck : Jarry 's considered to be one of the ancestors of surrealist drama. Do
you feel now tha t you'd like to explore more that who le area of hu mou r ?
Drake : Yes I do. You see I wrote 'The Work er' TV ser ies whi ch ran for abou t
five years and at the end of the series I'd run out of wo rds for him to say and
places for him t o go and lapsed into fantasy, which meant the death of him. I
think that's wha t Jarry did, albei t surrealism to a point. He really did have a
hard plot line, he was saying an awful lot. I put it do wn to not what you can do
but what yuu can get away with that counts. And it was possible, it's been
proven possible, that an inarticulate man, w ith cunning, can do an awful lot
more than an academic man because an academic man , an intelligent man, is
he ld back by his morals whereas Ubu ain't got none. J arry did hav e the libe rty
to go into that. 'Fan cy,' he said, ' I want 60,000 peasa nt s,' 'We ll we haven't got
them.' 'Well cut them out of fucking cardboard.' But he had Ubu to hang it on .
Ubu was very strong. T his is what is adm irabl e about the character .
Hornick: How do you see the shape of you r career so far in terms of the new
direction that you 've taken?
Drake : I'm half way there because I've never believed that I've been better t han
the words. Now I've survived on good scripts. I've ne ve r thought, give it to me
and I'll make it good because my delivery and my tim ing are beyond reproa ch.
I've always worked on good words , within what I've be~n doi ng, and I feel that
hereafter the responsibility of holdi ng hard to a classica l c har acter ... I'd like to
go from Ubu - if I get it .. . I think I've nearly got it although there's a little bit
of conflict between Charl ie Drake and Ubu at the moment.
Hornick : Really, that's interesting. In wha t way?
Drake: Charlie Drak e 's comedy rea lly is a forceful come dy in its way . He is a
forceful character . Th ere's been all sorts of wars and revolutions in my life and
Ubu's there . I've got to get the evil of Ubu and his ups and downs but w hen he
goes down I mustn't Charlie Drake him. I've got to take Ubu down and not
introduce Charlie Drak e when he's down , which is a symp ath etic character, I've
got to pu ll Ubu down and stay Ubu. But what I'm apt to do at th e moment is
that I've got him when he 's rampaging, when he's up I' m on the up , but when I
take him down, when he has to be tak en down , I lapse into the Charl ie Drake
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*Max Wall played Ubu at the Royal Court
Theatre in 1966 - NH.

character which is a man, this cowed man , who 's always uttering sort of half
mumbled threats which are never likely to be 8xpedited . And having looked at
him and having played him and knowing that I can play within a classical situation, one woul d certainly want to do mor e . It's very hard and very difficult but
it's fulfilling if you can do it.
Hornick: Do you think you might make a move towards yet straighter theatre?
Drake : It was Bill Whittake r, who produc ed my first movie , who said, ' You
know, you ought t o play Richard iii' . I said, 'What are you talking about?' He
said, 'You're the only man I know who could say 'Cut off his head ' with such
dispassion.' So I read Richard iii and watched 01 ivier - if not the greatest then
one of the greatest actors in the world - and other people playing it and I
reckon th ey've got it wrong. You begin to feel sorry for him . I reckon he was
one of the biggest villains that ever lived. They soften him and you do feel sorry
which is not the way I'd work him at all.
Hornick: One reason, perhaps , why one feels sorry for him is because he's also
quite funny. He's so extreme that at times it's black humour.
Drake: Yes, he's almost a Max Wall* character with his stylised postures.
Hornick: You wouldn't describe yourself as the sort of comedian who's been
longing to play Hamlet all his life?
Drake: No . I tell you why that happens to comedians and quite understandably.
It's because comedy is so difficult. When we go with the jokes it 's so difficult
because they may happen or may not . But when you're into the written book
the author takes a lot of the blame if it doesn't come off . . . Anyway I think I don't know whether you feel this - that West End theatre, and the theatre
generally - this is not knocking the impresarios because it's so difficult with
money and VAT - the adventure went out of the West End . 'Let's bring back
this, lets bring back that.' This is an adventurous piece of theatre. Even with a
preview audience last night, one stands in the wings and listens and you're getting a differ ent sort of react ion : 'Look out, something's happening up there.'
Hornick :.Do you have.any views or preconceptions about so-called 'fringe' or
'alternative' theatre? Does it mean anything to you?
Drake : Yes it does. I think it's an unfortuante phrase, 'fringe' theatre. The
public and the people who wr ite for it think that anything fringe has got to have
a cult audience and is not for the public themselves. The fringe is where things
can happen. This show wouldn't have happened, 'Death of an Anarchist' and an
awful lot of things would not have happened because there's no way they'll take a
chance until it's happened ... There are very many things you can name which
wouldn't have got off the floor without fringe theatre ... But if you mention
'fringe theatre' to the public they'll immediately think it's for highbrows and
that they're not meant to go, which is quite the contrary.
Hornick : Well, a lot of people in the fringe don't like the word either for all
kinds of reasons, so this other expression, 'alternative theatre', has emerged
which encompasses things like this, the sort of thing you're appearing in . In a
way you're now functioning within the alternative theatre . ..
I wondered whether you had any views about contemporary comedy,
especially on television . Do you have any feelings about the way its's going?
Drake : l think it's in the doldrums at the moment. This is not sour grapes by
any manner of means, television is a wonderful medium, but I think .. . that if
you feed the public constant below-par stuff, if it's below par from 6 o'clock till
11 o'clock then they'll get used to it and tolerate it. But if you suddenly put in a
good show, if amongst the twelve shows you've got one good one, that makes
the eleven look even worse than they bloody well are. And I often think that
some of these producers won't use the good stuff for fear of showing up the
terrible bleeding stuff that lives around it . This is where I think BBC 2 went to
the wall. The idea of BBC 2 was to be an alternative television network . You
must be allowed t.o fail in this business to succeed ... and BBC 2, when it came,
was meant as a place to fail. Your book, my book, goes in, oops, it didn't work,
fellers , never mind we gave it a go. But there ain't a channel that can work in this
manner any more. BBC 2 are just banging on their number one shows and repeating them on BBC 1. This alternative, fourth channel would have been a
marvellous thing if they 'd done what you're doing - alternative television.
Hornick : You'd have been in favour of that rather than awarding it to ITV?
Drake : Certainly, certainly, certainly.
Hornick : How did you rate the Python team? Did that appeal to you at all?
Drqke : Yes it did appeal to me to a point. I think that Milligan was the daddy
of them all. And I think that Python was a bit of an end of term frolic, it never
said as much as Spike did. It was basically very funny . . . I think it went on too
long. They got lazy towards the end , but certainly it was a bit of an adventure
when it happened.
Hornick : Would you say you were in any way a religious man?
Drake : Yes I am. I'd like to be more religious than I am. I think that a totally
rel igious person who has complete belief is streets ahead of me ... On top of
the trap door waiting for my cue I said the Lords Prayer before I came on . Iask
him for help all the time but then I forget to say thankyou .. . I'd love to have
total belief. I've met people with total belief and those are the people who are
never alone ...
Hornick: Thank you very much for talking so frankly.
Drake: It's been a pleasure . It's nice to have met you.
Hornick: Yes. You too . I hope the show goes well. One final , brief rude question:
May I ask you how old you are?
Drake: Yes, 54. I started in the theatre when I was eight and this has stretched
me more than anything else I've ever done, and I've done it all. I think it's
required 38 years of experience to get in and do it.
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ECHOESFROMTHENORTH
A Performanceby SoniaKnox
Review and discussion by Lynn MacRitchie
On a second painful circuit of the wiry
PART ONE. DESCRIPTION
maze, she constructs a box of wooden slats
A large room, the upstairs room at Action
around one of the recorders. Next , she
Space. Windows line one wall, but apart
nails strips of wood to the walls on either
from those of the central pane, their wooden
side of the room. These actions are necessarily
shutters are closed. A bare wooden floor,
an ornamental fireplace at the end of the slow, and painrul to watch as they involve
room furthest from the door. We sit in her further entanglemen ts with the wire
and further injuries. Using the unwrapped
front of this fireplace. Much of the central
bandages, she stretches wire up to the wood
floorspace is taken up with a heap of barbed
wire, coiling and tangling randomly in the on the walls and fixes it in place. She quits
space. Four white wrapped packages are the circle, and leaves the room. The effective
placed on the floor amongst the wire. division of the space is only fully perceived
Spectators seat themselves, leaning against as we attempt to leave, and have to duck
. he walls. There is little floor sp~ce left 'beneath the wire to reach the door .
Reactions .....
. full of thoughts.
A
free.
piece full of content, a glimpse into a life,
Sonia enters. She walks straight to the
barbed wire and begins to walk through it, a friend's life, as it happens ... . ... The
curious counterpoint of the words on the
following or attempting to follow a circular
path, scarting from its outer edge. She is tape and the actions. The space between,
wearing a white dress, of some flimsy where the watcher wanders, trying to
meterial, with a floating skirt. There is a connect, to understand. The glimpse of
another's
memories which always seem
pocket in the skirt, and from this a hammer
sticks out, pulling at the facbric . Her legs to raise up so many of one's own. There
many questions
are bare, and she has white plimsolls on her is much conversation,
feet. She ·moves through the tangled wire . to Son ia, who has now returned, in ordinary
As she reaches the first package, she reans clothes, to take part in the informal disforward and picks it up. She begins to cussion. We leave and wander home, still
unwind its wrapp ings, revealing them to be thoughtfu I.
bandages. She bends to replace the package
on the floor, pressing a switch as she does PART TWO: BACKGROUND
Sonia has produced a booklet about the
so. The sound of seagulls fills the room.
performance which contains a transcript
She marks out ,he spot aroun d th is tape
of the tapes used and also her own "notes"
recorder with white chalk taken from
on the piece . These notes contain certain
her pocket. With the unravelled bandage,
she slowly begins to bind a section of the key points which give the content of the
wire .....
. .....
. . .... . . She moves on work its deeper reference.
THUS: "In 'Echoes' ... I am trying to
through the wire to the next wrapped tape
. . not only
recorder and repeats her action. This she understand and unravel .....
does for each one, completing a circuit of what the Northern Irish protestant ideology
means, how it came about and why, the
the tangled wire as she does so. Not without
difficulty-her
legs are scratched, and blood strains which have forced the protestants
to uphold the British Empire for the English,
flows. Her skirt has often caught and strained
on the barbs and is torn. The room is filled but also the dormant feeling of being Irish
with the sound of seagulls. A bell tolls, which it is impossible to accept or recognise .
(If it was recognised, it would force into
and Sonia's voice is heard, recounting
question all those 'facts' which have been
childhood memories. These sounds continue
so easily accepted and are a total reflection
throughout the piece .

of and acquiescence in the structures which
make up the six counties.)"1
This represents a political analysis of
a particular situation-that of the six counties
of North Eastern Ireland in relation to their
English occupiers. Sonia's performance places
this relation in terms of an individual experience, using her own childhood and teenage
recollections, random and unresolved, to
characterise her then position.
THUS: "The contradictions in protestant
ideology caused by these strains are reflected
in the individual protestant who has as a
result an identity based on contradiction.
S/he is not accepted by the English, despite
having been brought up in a culture dominated by England. And because of their
English cultural tradition, s/he is unable
to think of her / himself as Irish, or even
begin to understand how s/he is inscribed
into either language or culture." This contradiction and the unease resulting from it
is brough out in the taped soundtrack
which plays throughout the performance .
THUS : "Wanting to be accomplished,
cultivated-English,
although I didn't know
that ." OR "Teaching us to be proud of the
Queen-and
I was proud of the Queen .
Her smooth skin, her calm serenity, her
riches. These things were part of me, not
part of the South or the Catholics in the
North. They were something I had that
was different." OR : "A film of the coronation was showing in the town-the cinema
was blown to smithereens."
The division between
Catholic and
Protestant
is expressed through the use
of cliches. THUS: "They never do anything
to help themselves. They don't want to work.
All their dole money goes on the priest and
drink.'.' In her "Notes" Sonia points out her
interest in exposing the function of such
cliches. "Sayings like this are constantly
repeated as jokes . But although people
telling them would often be amazed if it
was suggested that they really meant what
they said, these ,re not just innocent jokes
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how many of those in that audience at Action Space would have attended if on
the way home a soldier, a stranger to them, had called them by name, had known how
they had spent that afternoon and also what their Saturday evening routine might be?"
nor do they represent absolute truth . . .
When analysed, they build up to a reflection
of a certain set of political idea s. Thus from
early childhood these ideas are reinforced
with
constant
repet1t1on and become
seemingly facts. More broadly, the validity
of these ideas is always seen clearly reflected
and reinforced in aspects of the society in
which they exist. And in the case of the six
counties, this validity is reinforced doubly
by Britain's insistence on such a state."
Thus the performance may be seen as
an attemp t to express, in a complex counterpoint of action and sound, the experience
of a young woman, brought up as an Ulster
protestant, who (as expressed in the words
of the taped section) has as yet no analysis
of her own imposed confusions. The effect
of
ideology
is th ereb y demonstrated.
Explan ation, however, comes with the help
of the written word, the performance
document. It is doubtful if a coherent understa ndin g of the work, as distinct from an
emotional response to it, can be reached
without considering at least the performance
document, with its essential political placing
of the question.
PART THREE: IMPLICATIONS
Sonia's performance dealt in part with the
' impa ct of ideology on an individual. It is
always tempting to consider an artwork as
being an equally individualised responsewhether the work is considered "bad" or
"good",
"successful"
or "unsuccessful",
whether or not it is "liked". ltis important
to remember that this notion of th e individual artwork and the individual respoose is
itself founded on an ideological assumption.
For the arti st however, unlik e the "t error ist",
may be permitted to "comment" on society,
but from such a position of institutionalised
exclusion that any such comment is protected
from the necessity of being taken seriously .
It is surely time to recognise that artworks, like the law , neither exist nor have
their creation in a vacuum . Rather, they
have developed out of the ex isting social
and economic rela tions persisting at any
given time . Thus the performance at Action
Space that February afternoon was occasioned not by an individual act of will or
"inspiration"
but by a social situation
which already involved all those who
attended the performance even before their
common en try into that upstairs room .
For examp le, as a direc t" result of the
situation in Ire land with which th e performance was concerned, an y member of that
audience who might have been sympathetic
to even such a perfect ly legal political
organisation
such as, for example, Sinri
Feinn2 might perhaps have found themselves
subject , un der the Prevention of Terrorism
Act of 1976, to arrest and det ention for up
to 48 hours, or even then a further five
· days3 . The arrest could be made on a police
constable's
"reasonab le suspicion"
that
a person was concerned in 'the commission,
preparation or instigation" of acts of terror-

ism . In the Act, "terrorism"
is loosely
defined as "The use of violence for political
ends, (including any use of violence for the
purpose of putting the public or any section
of the public in fear " . This loose definition
can and has been extended to include
support of organ isat ions who simply defend
the right of the Irish t o choose their own
tactics in their political struggles.
If that member of t he audience had come
from the six count ies or the south of Irelan d,
they might have found themselves deported
there, removed without warning from family
and friends.
Walking home from the performance ,
they might have found themselves stopped
and searched ; aslee p at home in the early
hours of the next morning, th ey m ight
have awakened with the sound of their
front door crashin g in, as the police made
use of their powers to enter prope rt y
without a searc h wa rrant, powers which
the Act also guarantees. Should such suppositio ns seem far fetched , consider the numbers
to whom just such things have happened,
and continue to happen, even as this article
is written and read. (The Act was made law
on25th March, 1976. By 11 th Octo ber of
th at year, som e 2023 people had been
arrested. The Act is st ill law .)
Consider also the issue of inform ation. 4
Is it possible that the collection and dissemination of "information"
can turn into
the prosecution
of repression? Conside r
the use of the media in Ire land. 'f irstly,
that with which we are all familiar , the daily
television
and newspaper
reports.
For
example , in the words of a BBC TV news
sub-editor, "The official line is we put th e
army's vers ion first, and th en any other ."
The 'army vers ion ' of course is not generally
acknowledged as such, but pressented on
the screen as "neutral " reportage .
The other side to the reporting of "news"
is of course the collection of "information" .
On the occasion of a demonstrat ion some where in ' th e six counties, an army photographer will be issued with some sixty to
seventy 120mm films and tw en ty 35m m
films . Six prints are made of eve ry single
frame, almost 10,000 prints in all. When
they are ready ' the army collects them
in a land rover, because there are too many
for one man or two men to carry . Such is
the saturation
of visual images available
to the troops that they begin to know by
sight, like the ir neighbours do, not only
those who lea d and speak at demonst rations ,
but those who even silently attend.
What is the effect of this ever increasing
bank of information on the doings of the
minority community in the North of Ireland?
Why should it be necessary for the British
army to store on their computer the colour
and arrangeme nt of th e furniture
in a
Bogsid e family's
front
room? Perhaps
an effo rt at empathy might ~ ake things
clearer .. . . how many of thos e in that
audience
at Action Space would have
attended if on the way home a soldier,

a stranger to th em, had called them by
name, had known how they had spent
that afternoon and also what their Saturday
evening , routine might be? Had perhaps
even abused th em, again by name and
making use of personal references, for going
near such an event?
It is understandable
to consider the
notion of repress ion as something removed,
something that .takes place somewhere else.
But for the oppressed, the experience is very
far from abstract. Rather , it is personal,
deeply personal , even intimate. THUS . "We
believe they 've been trying to stop the men
going for visits by searching you in a
degrading way when you go for a visit. They
spread you over and put a mirror between
your legs right up to your test icles and sh ine
a flashlight up your back passage and prod
you every wher e."5
A sophisticated
control of the media
reportage, a blanket use of computerised
information
storage and retrieval, all th e
trappings of the high tech nology state,
merely tront and uphold repression of the
most bas ically brutal kind . A rep ression
exper ienced by ind ividuals, men and women
and children ever y day of their lives. A
degree of that experience is the sub ject
of Sonia's per fo rmance.
PART FOUR: DISCUSSION
This article was wr itten only after several
discussions with Sonia about her work,
and what that work was tryin g t o achieve.
The follow ing section draws on transcripts
of these disucess ions.
It seemed as if art work about Ire land
had tende d to t ake the form of " documentation" : that
"po litica l" art was
considered
almost necessarily concerned
with the presentation
of "fa cts ". There
seemed to be almost a fear of taking a
more personal
interpretat ive approach usually the artist ic norm-as if the horror
of the subject made such an approach
inappropriate . Also , the artists con cerned
tended to come from the middl e classes ,
where the day t o day experience of viol ence
was not th e norm, but someth ing approached
as an outsider . Th e working class were not
encouraged to find a language in wh ich to
express th is exper ience. It was surely
necessary for artists to try to face up to the
contradictory nature of the ir experien ce and
position, and struggle to ac hieve a more
developed relation of self to soc iety .
Th e experi ence of art stud en ts to whom
th e performance was presented in Belfast
and Dublin provided a useful illustration.
They were especially struck by the use of
mixe d media in th e performance , and
pointed out t hat t he work would not ha ve
achieved such a comple t e expression w itho ut
the use of the spoken word. The y were
quick to appreciate that the tradit ional
areas in which they wer e being trained --,
painting and sculpture-had
in this insta nce

continued on page 22
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GENTLEMENPREFER
BLONDESMonstrousRegiment
Reviewed
Brimming with stylish comic fizz Monstrous Regiment's stage
rendition of Anita Loos' 'Gentlemen prefer Blondes' is a startling affair for fans of the original book. Written in 1925 when
Loos was a successful screenwriter with a distaste for
Hollywood society that made her perpetually commute
between the West Coast and New York, the novel relates, in
diary form, the adventures of an ingenuous flapper whose
peroxide hair and blue eyes are a passport to a life of leisure
at the expense of every man who comes her way.
Many have succumbed to the delights of this book. James
Joyce went blind reading it, Aldous Huxley went to Hollywood
because of it and Howard Hawkes, with the talents of Marilyn
Monroe and Jane Russell, translated it into a memorable movie.
Its tone is one of acerbic irony and it is written, as Ms Loos
herself admitted, with an infantile cruelty, merciless ly exposing the foolishness of all its protagonists. In its wisecracking,
brilliantly funny and dispasionate way it could be regarded as
a feminist tract masquerading as fiction, critically revealing as
it does so much about men's attitudes to women. Indeed the
book is essentially a critique of male chauvinism, prejudices
and weaknesses which is made all the sharper for being searingly comic.
For the M.onstrous Regiment Bryony Lavery has done
radical things to the original. 'We had this idea ... to use two
1925 characters as vile and degrading examples ...
and set
them in 1980,' the company tell us at the outset, revealing
Lorelei Lee, the diarist, and her companion Dorothy from
under the dust sheets of symbolic sexual repression. At the
end of the evening only Lorelei returns beneath the shroud,
Dorothy having learnt enough from the criticism~ of her
doings offered by the company, to liberate herself into the
1980s. A hurried and confused end ing makes it unclear just
how this self-revelation came about and dissipates the already
enfeebled theatrically interpolated commentary which accompanies Lorelei and Dorothy's escapades through the high
society of New York and the capitals of Europe, making overt

through polemic what is already implied in the subtext of the
original. The dialectic which Ms Loos supplies in the book
through her use of irony is replaced by upfront obviousness in
the play. What saves the evening politically is the engaging
self-depreciation of a company who are aware that a society in
which women peruse the classified columns of Time Out to
learn the whereabouts of the nearest 'consciousness-raising'
session is as ripe for satire as one in which women are able to
lead lives of ease by the fleecing of gullible schmucks . And
where the company are very strong, much more so than Ms
Loos, is in exploring the nature of female fr iendship and how
it conflicts with female/male relationships.
The other thing which saves the even ing is the brilliant
inventiveness of a staging made slick by weeks of touring
before I saw it at the Half Moon. The visual wit of the optical
gags matches the verbal wit of Ms Loos and Ms Lavery. A silent
film sequence, complete with introductory M.G.M. roaring
lion, is brilliantly sustained and in one of the best moments of
a generally fun-packed evening a cocktail party is peopled with
electric dentures chattering away in cocktail .glasses.
The twenties ambience is well evoked by the Ritzy designs
of Mary Moore, Eva Darlow's sharp choreography and the
music of Paul Abrahams and Josefina Cupido. Pity though,
that the lyrics do not have the incisiveness of the dialogue or
the period allusion of the music .
There was some charisma here and a few weaknesses as well,
as Lorelei Lee was too much a pale version of 'Soap 's' Jessica
Tate. Though there was less variety in her performance as
Dqrothy had a firmer grasp of her stateside manners. Amongst
the other performers accents toured with a geographical abandon that not even the contemporary updating could excuse.
John Slade was the token man, his mere appearance enough to
provoke generous anti-male abuse iror,1 those around him.
Luke Dixon
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BETWEEN
Stuart Brisley uses his own body as a site of confrontation .
This confrontation may be with an object or installation, a
place of habitation or even another person . Jt may take a brutal
or discreet form, but it is always directed back upon the self.
Self -aggression and self-absorption are useu to elucidate, enact
conditions Qf individual and social disorder. (Though Brisley is
opposed to the low-grade politics of the street performer as
agent provocateur of the imagination; conflict is never off.
loaded against the audience). In Work for Two People A and B
(Acme Gallery , 1978) in whic~ he took on two distinct
personalities, one a 'preservationist' the other an 'anarchist',
the confrontation of the two selves was played out as a psycho drama - albeit at times very low-key and very unevenly . In
Measurement and Division, (Hayward Gallery 1977) bodily
degradation took the form of an expressionist ritual, a stunning but rather naive gesture of defiance against the reductive
values of standardization exemplified by the grey, uniform
architecture of the Hayward Gallery itself and the South
Bank . Another of these 'life-situations' - but with less emotional spillage and less romanticist notions of individual
politicking - was 10 Days - 'An Eng7ish Lie-Hunger Makes
Free', first performed in Berlin in 1972, then at the Acme
Gallery in 1978. Performed over the Christmas period Brisley
starved himself for 10 days present ing an austere corrective to
seasonal sentiment and over-indulgence . A silent, cerebral
,Brisley sat at the end of .a long dining table. At each mealtime
the pubU.c were invited to eat the food, the remains of which
were left on the table to rot. The performance ended with a
i;elebratory meal to greet the new year, with Brisley claiming
that he felt far healthier for his ordeal. 1 his is only a rough
outline and does not do justice to the complexity of the piece,
but it does reveal to a certain degree the extent to which the
pursuit of self-renewal 11s a process of working takes on a
ritualised public form in Brisley's work. There is an approach
by which the bounds of personal safety and comfort are
lowered in order that the making of art be re-connect ed with
the roots of experience; the messy, the nasty and venal. It also
reveals, paradoxically, the degree to which the moral roots of
this 'cleansing' of the sensibility are permeated with a sublimated religiosity . The imagery of 10 Days (the silent seated
strangers eating, Brisley at their head) was close to the spiritual
largesse of the Last Supper . Similarly Measurement and

Division , in which naked, covered in paint he hung himself
upside down by his ankles inside a huge wooden cage-like structure, was like an arrested deposition scene. Noting the 'religious'
connotations of certain works is perhaps a loaded way of reemphasising that one of Brisley's subjects is regeneration. In
10 Days out of the surrounding dec ay and personal denial
emerged a renewed moral vigour and a revived sensibility. Now
this quite obviously has no· notional value in itself. But as a
spec ifically Christmas performance, and as such a passage from
one year to another, Brisley's refusal to eat as others ate in
front of him, was an act of wider impli cations . The social pressures bearing u pon the individual to continually consume ideas,
images, forms without questioning the claims of what is being
consumed, in return for some abstract notion of freedom of
choice and ideological stabil ity, was briefly reversed. To continue to refu se food is a political act.
Last Christmas at De Appel in Amstertlam the complexity
and extended metaphor of 10 Days and recent other 'alienation' pieces was eschewed by Brisley in favour of a selfcritical approach which was private and self-enclosed. Nowhere
as dark or visceral in vision as other work; Between, performed
with lain Robertson (a 'repeated attempted performance of a
task which is not easily realized') was still a compelling totally
conv incing ex perience. In a sense its short duration and simplicity, with all the limitations that created, characterized it as
an experiment, a prototype for a longer, public work .
Beginning on December 20th 1979 and last ing 48 hours,
Brisley and Robertson , naked, set themselves the task of per.forming a series of repeated ascents and maneovres on a ramp
they had built in the gallery. Made out of sheets of chipboard
nailed to timber supports and extending the width and twothirds the length of the gallery, the ramp rose steeply to an
intimidating height of 15ft .The surface was slippery and the re
were no footholds or rests . All natural light was blocked out .
All viewing of the performance took place from the balcony
above the space, under which Brisley and Robertson rested,
ate and slept out of view . The work finished midday on
December 22nd with the dismantling of the ramp by hand.
Although, as I outlined above, Between displayed certain
characteristics (simplicity, self-containment) which diffe rentiated it from recent work , its methodology remained fundamentally the same . As in Work For Two People A and B. a
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Stuart Brisleyand lain Roberson
Friends' Enemiesand Rivals

by John Roberts

meeting of opposing tendencies becomes the site of a power
struggle . But whereas Work For Two People was a meditation
on power, and actively engaged the imagination of the audience
in realizing the conflict, Between physically and conspicuously
enacted it. There was no physical or intellectual distance to
allow the audience to create an imaginative, analogous state
away from the work. The struggle was self-referential and as
Robertson set out to discover what distance, physically,
inte llectually, there was between their respective ages, experience and status. A struggle for power as well as of power
which related directly to Brisley's own pre-history as a performer and his present position as an artist who, approaching
middle-age, is still performing his highly demanding work.
Between was a test and commentary upon this state of transition. In the proposal to the work we find this articulated quite
openly.
lain Robertson was born on the 10.8.55 and is 24 years old .
Stuart Brisley was born on the 19. 10.33 and is 46 years old.
The one is more or less half the age of the other . Therefore
according to Jung's observati<Jns they are representatives of
the second and third stages of human life. They know each
other well, each being the friend, the rival and enemy of the
other.
The power strumile though, never became a contest for each
other's territory. Such manifestations would have turned th .e
work into a spectaG le of power rather than a demonstration of
its processes. The mechanics of the confrontation were in fact
built more upon questions of personal resource and initiative
than aggressive domination of space. Although they pushed
each other around, locked bodies and occasionally forced each
other off the ramp, they never tried to prevent each other
from ascending. The risks involved were actually too great - a
sudden move could result in an immediate and nasty fall.
Accordingly the confrontation
became more a matter of
actual ly trying to stay on the ramp, eventually resulting in a
mutual, tacit cooperation . Highly watchable because of this
ever changing pattern of positions, it sustained a genuine tension and excitement through to the end. As expected there
was an immediate rush of enthusiasm and energy at the beginning . Brisley and Robertson would run diagonal ly, crossing
each other's path, to opposite corners of the ramp. This initial

'

bravado resulted in repeated falls . Great weals and sores began
to appear on their bodies. · As the wounds got worse cotton
bandages were wrapped around . After they had familiarized
themselves with the easiest 'routes ' (walking backwards up the
middle was favoured the most) things became calmer and long
periods of inactivity on the ramp were sustained. When they
reached the top they would either squat in the corners or middle, hedds tucked into their chest like gargoyles, or lie on their
front or back and slide down slowly . On occasions they would
link arms and slide down together. They also tended to copy
each other's moveme(lts creating a curious chorus effect . By
the end of the first day things had slown right down - with
less movement there was less pain. On the second day wate r
was applied to the ramp making it easy tfJ move about without
slipping . Movements became more reg, 1ated but Brisley at
times towards the end as an attempt to cl -nax the work began
to take up an aggressive position, intimi<.Jating Robertson by
pushing and charging him. Robertson refused to rise to the
challenge. By the end, extr e me ly tired and painfully sore, they
were content to lie down as if sunning themselves.
This work was a concentrated enquiry into areas of negotiation between opposites and as such continued, though in a far
more autobiographical way, the notion of confrontation I outlined at the beginning. Negotiation, between states of rest and
movement, between se curity and anxiety, between pain and
comfort, between the vertical and horizon:al location of a
figure in space , between differences in personality and temperament. At no time were Brisley and Robertson totally
secure on the ramp. They were constantly in a state, or anticipated state, of imbalance . In this sense the ramp, as an area
of unpredictability
between two fixed, stable points, was an
actual physical equivalent of a state of mind, of the inte llectual process of transition . The past strength of Brisley's work
has been in an ability to convey states of mind through the use
of sympathetic
locations, this was particularly successful in
Work For Two People A and B. The split in personality in
Brisley's imagination was conveyed by the use of two seperate
locations. Person B, the preservationist and dominant personality, lived in the top gallery at Acme, person A the 'anarchist'
lived in the lower gallery . Between achieved a similar succinctness of vision .
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llertical
V ivien
Lisle'sF Courage
"If I were a dog I would roll in ·ctu
to procun: an erotic aroma. . . 1
My master, or mistress, so domestic,
would righteously punish, scrubbing
quelling my sex to anasthetic,
a symptom of 'their moral disease ... ·•
The wolf. says kill, kill, licks his lips, lets go
and kills, kills, kills.
Anthropological analysis announces atavistic archetypff,
Judge pronounces judgement that the killer who kilts
·
is asking to be killed.
See it in ourselves. ·
Even the Amazon queen is incited,
joining her breasts she bites the living flesh of Achilles ••..• ·. "

Vivien Lisle is a performer based in
Amsterdam and was in London giving a
performance of her show 'Vertical Courage'
at the London Film Co-op on March 31st.
Vivien is a lesbian and a feminist and in
this performance is concerned with the
images of eroticism, pornography, sadomasochism fantasies and bondage using
leather, plastics , chains, straps and so on.
She rejects the distinction between eroticism
being considered celebratory and pornography being masturbatory as intellectual;
dealing with sexual images in the face of
some vocal feminist opposition by maintain ing that the bases of these fantasies are far
more deeply rooted in all of us than some
people would allow. I put it to her that
sado -masochism and bondage could be seen
as coming straight out of a sexism prevalent
in heterosexuality and in some areas of gay
sexuality that are formed around that kind
of a heterosexual foundation. She countered
that she herself is gay and had not always
been so. Such a change in one's sexuality
does not automatically remove the fantasies
or images that form a basic part of it. These
images are part of our history and reside
within all of us and therefore need to be
explored and presented, men and women
alike. Breaking the distinction between
eroticism and pornography and the censorship that implies is political to Vivien.
She also works with Edith Pollack in
Amsterdam and the two women did a show
called "We Can Always Adapt" about survival on a hyperact ive planet and the dangers
hyperactivity could present to earth bodies.
For example, giving birth in the usual earth
manner would be highly dangerous to
women and well nigh imposs ible because of
the effect of hyperactivity on the body cells
and their growth. So a Partheno-generator is
constructed into the mother which lays an
egg.
Vivien is full of such ideas and hopes to
work on another show with Edith and
Rachel Pollack in Amst erdam . However, as
far as 'Verti cal Courage' is concerned , she
hopes to develop the show and find more
venues in London within the next month or
so. She says th e show is most suited to small
studios. Anyone interested in contacting
Vivien Lisle with possibilities of bookings
etc. can write to her in Holland at:
Korte Geuzenstraat 506 ,
Amsterd am 1056 KW.
Bruce Bayley.

continued from page 18

been insuffici ent to fully express the cont ent
of the work. It had been necessary to develop
a new fo rmal presentation to deal with
th e subject of th e piece .
The students in Dublin were glad of the
opportunity
to consider the situation
in the North; media censorship was heavy ,
and th ey had little idea of what was going
on. It is inte resting to consider this po int
in relati on to the presentation of the piece as
part of th e "Sense of Ire land" series of
events, ex hibition s, discussion s etc. For
a co mprehen sive attendance at th e seminar s
run in conjunction
with this event · in
London had revealed that, for the new

midd le classes of t he Sout h , th e " t ro ubles"
were "E ngland's prob lem" and had litt le
t o do w ith a comm un ity which, at least
as far as the emergen t bo urgeoisie was
conce rned , had set its sights on Europe .
However, the essent ial poin t broug ht
out by discussion wo uld see m to have
bee n th e necessity to co ur,t e r t he notio n
t hat t he art work was, alm ost of necessity ,
by def in ition, a singu lar and isolated
phenomenon . The not ion of the personal
as po litica l, first articu lated and developed
by th e Women's Movement , could per haps
be usef ully introduced at thi s poi nt. For
such a co ncep t , t hat even t he most personal
ex per ience is at once both a product and

potentially a comment on the political
conjuncture, could be canvassed to inform
even such an apparently esot eric field as
performance art. In the case of "Echoes
from the North ", with its particular concern
with the effects of ideology on the ind ividua l,
it seems particularly appropriate.
PART FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

"Echoes from the North " is not a work
which leads to conc lusions as such. Rather
it is a presentat ion which, in the co mplexi ty
of its form and content , demands that the
spectator both respond and cons ider . For
the audience is not left merely in the
continued on page 26
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Hinchliffe
LashesOut
It was a pretty mild winter and the undramatic weather seemed
to rub off on everybody at large. Everyone seems so bored it's
just not true. The dullness is broken by the occasional feeble
'Woo' from the cretins wobbling their backsides to 'The Day We
Went to Bangor'. They should ship the lot of 'em to Bangor in
coachloads so they could fester in their own qanality en masse.
Yes chaps the pressure isn't on. The big boot in the sky isn't
stamping on us as promised but is applying a slow, steady,
suffocating squash. The lambs are not being led to the slaughter
but are subject to being packed in ice and tinfoil and put in the
deep-freeze . Findus if you can!
Talking of freezing things, someone should invent a gun that can
instantly freeze people solid. By going into action with this, the
first assault would be on the archetypal fat-arsed life and soul of
the party who is seen to be in the throng of, yes, the 'Day We
Went To Bangor' brigade. He should be stored in a special
museum dedicated to the 'Didn't We Have a Lovely Time'
Foundation.
Th is place would be allocated to all the
self-conscious silly bollocks of class clompers and the Ross group.
Cardboardary predictions came true recently and as expected, the
humble pint has hit ten bob a shot and true to the breweries
horoscope we are drinking just as much as before the raise, some
of us more- perhaps it's the desire for a total anaesthetic
obliviousness. Yes our world is so flat that we no longer see the
non-guitar playing goons contorting themselves into invisible
guitar playing Her.drix whap-outs. '79 saw away the last bits of
pink hair to almost extinction and the remaining locks lost
recognition amongst the falling autumn leaves.

I enjoyed the smashed up tube ,train last week. Unbelievably , the
threat of an all-out tube -strike comes this weekend . Another case
of mis-spent manpuwercaused
this, not the railway artists'. If
London Transport re-allocated it's busker-culling divisions to
attending the chuff-chuffs themselves then perhaps they wouldn't
have a chance to waffle about the glass-sculptors .... .............. ..but
that train was a bloody good bit of sculpture.
OK let's start again first of all we get rid of gold, money, jewels,
bonds, bankers cards, stocks and shares and above all special
lavatory seats for the Queen ..... ... .'people outnumber shits is the
slogan .
The bishop told the vicar that if a man strikes you, to turn the
other cheek and if he should strike that one, to turn the other
one and if he should strike that one again, kick him in the balls ....
another slogan-'you know it makes sense'. We've had enough,
can't we admit it? If the work has to go out, the mass media has

to be used. Be it performance, alternative theatre, experimental
bog roll changing, or purely saying 'don't let the bastards grind
.you down', we need and most definitely need the unity of the
people. Unfortunately, the new dawn is approaching and there's
not a glimmer of a new day .
The song may be right ........' Didn't we HAVE a lovely
The obvious is we didn't and the way things are going aren't
likely to unless someone changes this cold, .dirty, bathwater.

R.I.P.QuentinMeebs( .1946·80)
Quentin Meebs, noted 'fringe• ·playwright
took his own life on
April 12th . In tribute to the life and work of this brilliant ,
unstable, tragic figure, we print below his last letter,
found beside his emaciated body in his squalid
Peckham squat.

---

A police
spokesman said
yesterday that there
was no connection between
Meeb's death and his recent visit
to the 25th National Student Drama Festival.
Friends and colleagues of the deceased are advised that
a brief funeral service will be held on May 6t h at the ICA 'fringe'
theatre. Following the service, at his own request, Quentin Meebs
will be eaten by a representative group of' fringe ' personalities,
Mr Mark Long, Mr 'Snoo' Wilson, Mr Ian Hinchliffe and the entire
cast of 'Accidental Death of an Anarchist'.
Paddy Fletcher
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Youcould be Prime Minister
John Dowie discussesreincarnation with Rob La Frenais
John Dowie, professional deadbeat, mllsician and poet, has a dry,
self-disparaging humour that has become legendary in fringe venues
and clubs. His latest show, Life After Death Before Breakfast,
recently on late nights at the ICA, started with the announcement
that ~e was killed in a car crash on the way to the theatre, but the
show would continue because 'that 's what John would have wanted.'
Dowie then appear~, dead, and tells all about the experience .
The Performance Magazine, always ready to tempt fate, picked him
up in a fast car and whisked him off an hour before the show to hear
about his attitudes to death, reincarnation, the Dutch, critics, sex,
depression, and Jimmy Pursey. The Smirks (who he records with)
interpose ........ .
RL Your latest show is about death. How does it feel to be dead?
JD It's a little bit like living in Rotherham .
R L I see. Why is 'Day Trip to Bangor' considered by you to be the worst record
in hell?
JD It's the only record in Hell.
RL Sorry.
JD Because it's on the radio all the time. Every time you turn on the radio it's
'Day Trip to Bangor' by Fiddlers Dram . It 's probably the worst record ever made.
And the tune's a pinch from Nellie the Elephant.
RL How did you start off being dead?
JD I was killed in a car crash. Being driven to a gig. By this guy who had this
habit of speeding down the road at 100 mph, coming up to a car, and slamming
on his brakes, flashing the lights and tooting the horn and all that sort of thing
and driving past. One tim e he zoomed up to this car and put his feet on the
brakes and missed.
RL Would you say on the whole that it's been a worthwhile experience?
JD It does make life difficult when you're trying to claim supplementary benefit .
SMIRK All that tedious oiling of the hinges at the top of the coffin.
R L There's been rumours John, that you 're not actually dead . . . .
JD If you don't believe it, you want to come along to my show , you'll see me
die every night on stage.
R L .....
but that it is, in fact all a hoax to promote the opening of your show.
JD Thats exactly right, you can't be fooled can you? There 's no pulling the wool
over your eyes, is there? Yes it's just a vicious ploy that .
R L Anyway. Do you believe in reincarnation?
JD Er .
SMIRK That was the table speaking.
JD No. No I don't believe in reincarnation .
RL Yet you describe a rein carnation scene?
JD That 's right.
RL On a train.
JD Yes, I'm reincarnated by a train. It was a different idea. You know, you go to
Heaven on a bus and to Hell on a bike. You get a tube train to be reincarnated .
RL What do you really think it would be like after death?
JD I have no thoughts on this . Eith er it stops completely - that's the real truth,
and that all th e things we hear about life after death is just some vicious joke on
behalf of some energy pranksters, tricksters you know . Th ey sp read a lot of
stories just to keep us happy. I think that when we die we just stop forever. But
on the other hand, I believe in God and Heaven and that all of us go to Heaven
and have a wonderful time . I keep an open mind on all that.
RL Whatever happens to you might, for examp le be concerned wi th what you
believe in. Heavenly choirs for Catholics , for an atheist a blank wall of nothing .
JD That's quite possible . Yes I'm prepared t o keep an open mind on all this. I'm
prepared to be big about it.
R L Yes. Tell us about your time with Alberto Y Los Trios Paranoias.
SMIRK Himself.
JD Well I did some support tour s, and wrote about a third of a play called Never
Mind the Bullocks . Which died on it's arse . Apparently .
RL Their stage shows don't seem to match up to their work as a group.
JD Well you know those creeps. Difficult to judge their stage act .
RL A thing I liked of yours was'/ Hate the Dutch' which was on TV. tyhere did
you get the idea for that?
JD Doing a tour of Holland
(Groans all round)
JD I thought I'd write this funny littl e song about British holiday -mak e rs abroad,
going to Holland and hatin g the Dutch, you know, because they were Eng lish,
and I thought that would go down really we ll : I thought they wot..ld love that
and as soon as I started doing the song they went spare, you know, they didn't
find it humourous at all.
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RL Really? how did they react.
JD Like the Dutch would react. Blank wall of indifference - 'Thot is not verry
fonny' Wham! So I changed the lyrics so it would be about the Belgians.
RL Yes, that would go down well.
JD Yes, you'd think so, but every time I did it in a gig in Holland someone
would come back stage 'We are from Belgium and we do not like .. .'
R L The thing is, every Dutch person has a Belgian relative somewhere.
JD Yes, that's why tney hate them.
R L What are you going to do now then?
JD Well, we've recorded all the songs from the show with Mog and Mike and
Neil (The Smirks) and a bloke called John Scott and Steve Hopkins on keyboards and Factory Records have got this jokey idea of putting out 'Hard to be
-an Egg' as a single. They've been going to put it out for about a year.
RL You said you're moving to London .
JD Yes, I might just knock all this John Dowie stuff on the head and come to
London and do commercials. I could do that because I look peculiar. On the
other hand I couldn't do that because I look peculiar. They'd say 'Oh, he looks
peculiar, he'd be good in an advert for Mars Bars.' Then they'd say 'He can't do
ari advert for Mars Bars, nobody'd buy them!'
RL Some people say London should be spurned ...
JD You try doing it in Bacup. (his home town) Try going up there.
R L Well you hear music people saying 'I will never leave Manchester, Leeds,
Belfast etc .'
JD Unless you can make shoes, there's not an awful lot you can do in Bacup.
SMIRK And hack soap.
R L What do you think of London critics?
JD Grant?
RL Well, all right. Steve Grant for example.
JD Snotty, snotty. He just gave me a very snotty review, which meant the
theatre was empty for two weeks.
RL It was sort of snotty . It was one of those half-half reviews which you get in
Time Out, which are generally worse than bad reviews.
JD What it means is that I spend 6 mopths writing the bloody thing, 2 weeks
rehearsing it, spend about £200 on posters, £100 on adverts and haven't earnt
for 6 months while I'm doing it and because Steve Grant doesn't like it nobody
goes to see it and the whole thing's a flop.
SMIRKS You should've let us know about that John.
JD Go round and sort him out.
RL Well anyway thats part of how it happens. Which is one of the reasons this
magazine is now happening.
In your show, there were some references to sex which . . ..
JD There weren't any references to sex in this show. It's the first time for ages
and ages I've done one that hasn't had any sex in it. It used to be all fucking in
my show.
RL Yeah?
JD Yes, one sex after another.
RL Is death a good replacement, do you think?
JD It is the way I do it. (laughter.)
R L This is what we want.
JD Oh , you want quips, do you . Eh. Fish and quips (Groans)
SMIRK Lets have that one again. That went down well.
RL Would you say that you were a depressed sort of person?
JD Yes I would. I' m trying to make people laugh by scoring hatred and abuse
on every aspect of their existence.
R L Do you ever stop yourself if you think you might be offending people in
some way?
JD Well I was doing this gig at a club in Leeds once, and there was this great fat
skinhead in the front row, and every time we finished a number he'd say 'Play
something by Sham! Jimmy Pursey, do a Jimmy Pursey song.' So I said all right,
in a minute, in a minute . Then I was doing a song called 'Temperamental Rhino'.
He says 'Jimmy Pursey, do a song by Jimmy Pursey'. I said, 'Oh in a minute, I
just got to do this song about a 'rhinocerous, its got nothing to do with Jimmy
Pursey. Jimmy Pursey's more like a Hippopotamus. Because he's got a big mouth.'
As soon as I said that, I thought 'that was a mistake.' He jumped on stage and
tried to hit me in the face. So I immediately, without thinking, just crouched
behind the drum kit and started pleading for mercy. Simon , the guitar player in
the Albertos, one of the meekest , mildest persons you could imagine. I mean like
he collects train numbers for a hobby - he's that type of person. He said to this
lad . 'That's enough. Off you go .' This guy said. 'Oh. Sorry.' and went off. Most
impressive thing I've ever seen.
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CIRCUS LUMIERE

THE 1980's - A RETROSPECTIVE

Always one of the most adventurous of performance groups, Lumiere & Son are about
to embark on their most ambitious project
to date - Circus Lumiere, an extraordinary
circus taking place in a specially made, black,
beetle-shaped tent. Visual spectacle with
exquisite costumes, music and lighting
effects is promised from this extravagent
project which is the result of a collaboration
between the company and Wimbledon
School of Art Department of Theatre whose
designers are responsible for all the scenery,
properties and costumes in the show . The
250 seater tent has been specially designed
by members of the University of Bath
Department of Architecture. The show will
concentrate largely on clowning, considering
clowns from many angles in an attempt to
recover some of the subversive energy that is
absent from much contemporary circus or
street clowning .

The oracle's obviously back in fashion, or so
we might assume from the title, 'The 1980's
- a retrospective' which is unashamedly
emblazoned on the posters for Action
Space's forthcoming season of 'Performance'
in May.
The season is, in fact, a bold attempt to
look at that whole area of performance
where groups and individuals have ignored
(or thrown away) tile labels of performance
artists , actors, dancers or musicians, and
instead have plagiarised freely from any of
these areas in their attempts to create new
forms.

29-31 May Wimbledon School of Art,
Merton Hall Road, London SW19
01-540 0231
4-14 June Birmingham Arts Lab, Holt St.,
Birmingham 021 -359 4192
18-28 June Chapter Arts Centre, Market Rd .
Canton, Cardiff 0222 396061

OUANTRILL IN LAWRENCE
An intriguingly titled new play by Bernard
Pomerance follows Pip Simmons at the ICA.
Pomerance wrote the hugely successful 'The
Elephant Man' for Foco Novo and the company is using its cut of the receipts of the
Broadway production to mount projects
such as this on a more ambitious scale that
that its Arts Council subsidy alone would
allow . 'Ouantrill in Lawrence' is not, as you
might suppose, an every day tale of buggery
amongst the literati, but the story of a mercenary band led by Ouantrill with the James
Brothers, centering on their sack of Lawrence,
a border town during the American Civil
War. This will be the sixth collaboration
between Pomerance and director Roland
Rees. 'The Elephant Man', by the way,
opens at the National Theatre in the summer.
21 May· 14 June
ICA, The Mall, London SW1 01-9303647
RATIONAL THEATRE ON TME ROAD

PIP SIMMONS RETURNS
Exiled with success on the continent, Pip
Simmons Theatre Group is rarely seen in
Britain these days so on no account miss
them when they turn up at the ICA with
their new show. 'Towards A Nuclear Future'
dramatises the nuclear energy debate and is
linked to a series of seminars explo ring the
issues raised in the play. But don't let that
put you off. A co-production with the
Mickery Theatre in Amsterdam the show has
received rave reviews in Europe and should
pack them in at the ICA. Book early_

'The Sea Wolf', after Jack London's novel, is
Peter Godfrey's first venture with his newly
independent Rational Theatre Company .
This is what he says about it: 'In 1980 as in
1890 our society has failed to resolve the
conflict between personal interest and social
conscience. Jack London's search for an
amalgm of Marx and Spencer aboard Wolf
Larsen's tiny sea-born autocracy is the start·
ing point for this highly physical as well as
intellectual battle.'
27-28 April Observer Oxford Theatre Festival
12-13 May The Centre, Cheltenham
15 May

Starters Cafe, Stroud (!, ed.)

16-17 May Walcot Village Hall, Bath

29 April - 17 May
ICA, The Mall, London SW1 01-930 3647

cont inued from page 22

position of passive consumer of the piece.
By her writing about it, and her presence
at its conclusion to discuss with members
of the audience, Sonia effecti 'vely removes
herself from the position of artist as
presenter of a fait accompli, and actively
.interve nes to make informed discussion
possible. Perhaps this concept of the artist
not as merely the presenter of impressions
but as an act ive discusser in an effort to
comprehend events is indeed a way forward,
a step twoards what Sonia herself, in her
"Notes" defines as her aim.

"The silence of violence has to be
destroyed. The structures of this silence
have to · be articulated and the violence
has to be demys tified. As artists we have
yet to find a langu age for this. But I would
like to think of "Echoes from the North"
as a very small contribution
in that
direction."
References
1. Th e "six counties" refers to the
North East of Ireland referred to
as "Ul ster" or "Northern Ir eland",
2. Sinn Fein; Sinn Fein functions as
wing of the IRA . Since 1970 ,
split into the Provisional and

area of the
in the med ia
the poliitical
it has been
the Official

This work takes up a surprising number
of the 'experiments that cfre taking place,
and it might seem strange that such a season
is being proclaimed as of enormous importance . Odd as it may seem, the fact remains
that there has been precious little opportunity to date for performers from different
backgrounds to work together on a serious
appraisal of this whole area of the arts. It
seems that the galleries, theatres and arts
centres have been largely reticent to allow
the flexibility o"fprogramming to allow these
performers to work together in the same
spaces, alongside each other. This, despite
the desire of many of these performers to do
their bit in their own way , and with the
people they have a natura l affinity to. Performance Artists in particular have felt the
cold shoulder in being shunted off for a life
sentence in small galleries that are never
going to present equivelant work from other
media.
The season contains a good mixture of
old-faces and hardly-knowns, and looks well
worth a visit or two, even if in the end the
1980's don 't turn out in quite the way
Action Space predicts.
The proceedings start on May 1st with a
grand ppening party, and continue,
Thursdays to Saturdays, unti l May 24th.
wings .
Extracted from "Police Powers and t he Prevention of Te rrorism A ct" by Brian RoseSmith in "Hands off Ir elan d ", No. 2, June
1977 ,
4, Ex tracted from "Camerawork ; Report ing on
Northern
Ireland",
Half Moon Photgraphy
Workshop, August, 1979 .
5. From an in ter view with Kie ran Nugen t , the
first man to go on the blanket pro test in
Long Kesh, against the Brit ish Government's
crinimalisation
policy . Sentenced to thr ee
years in Septem ber 1976, Kieran was detained
for fourteen months lon ger because of his
protest. A f t er 2½ years in the 'H ' bloc ks,
he has now been released . From "Hands off
Ireland", No. 8, August 1979.
3.
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PERFORMANCE MAGAZINE
CROSSWORD No. 1

BY DAZED

ACROSS
1.
5.
7.
8.
9.
15.
17.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Send the bag back, a present from
Ireland. (3)
This Court is above the rest. (8)
Can you see Grandma as a dancer? (4)
No Radio plays back. (2)
Some lunatic fringe theatre. (4-4)
Composer with car, lots of form. (4)
Spook at sea. (7)
Beautiful bird (without gender) leaves
some of the cops behind. (3)
Ten and Nine, they almost exist! (1-3)
Disco, and not a single small step. (2)
Possibiy a royal person talking for a
collective. (2)
Existential quandary. (2)
Pining and Licking, a long term
friend. (3)
He, the deadly foe almost, belts through
the window, a radio play? (5)
Stop or start the laughs. (3)
Leave without it. (2)
See 10 down.
As funny as a slug? Ha! (6)

DOWN
1.
2;
3.
4.
6.
10

The Capital city's always awaiting
funds. (4)
Play in a small tree, not a pie. (4)
Initially, the first gravies are the
rivals? (2)
Exposing flesh in Paris and outside in
Dollis Hill? (4)
Hear the family firm without lights. (3)
and 29 Across and 13 Down. Play it,

sweaty Sam. (2,4,4,2)
11. A pup's way of amusing us, with
domestic swine and frogs. (6)
13. See 10 Down.
14. The small heavenly dolls gleam. (5)
16. He's in a state, brush him aside. (3)
17. With little Lionel's apples, the musician

is nearly ill. (7)
18. The climax has gone to pot. (3)
21. 'Action-Theatre', partly the ace of
spades. (5)
23. The sin never received monthly. (5)
25. Dad's sound, he's got the gear. 12)
27. A band at an engagement party. (3)

OFF
THE
ROAD
.1
A few weeks to spare? If you are over 21
with a clean licence call Bill on 01 935 9974.

WHITE LIGHT
57 FILMERROAD LONDO N SW6
TELEPHONE017313291

Theatre lighting design, con trol,
equipment and hire
Audio -Visual presentation,
de sign and proje c tion
Equipment ma intenance and refurbishing
'Overdrive'; the Specialist Drivers Employment Agency.

Installation, distribution systems,

DRIVE
FOR
OVERDRIVE

special effects

OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE PLEASE RING US FOR A PRICE LIST OR QUOTE
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Back issues of The Performance Magazine
Nos 1, 2, 3, 4. 70p inc. postage from
10 Fleet Rd. London NW3. Cheques &
P.O.s to The Performance Magazine.
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